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 Current patterns of worldwide population declines and species extinction have 
been attributed to the destruction, fragmentation, and degradation of natural areas.  
Much research has thus far focused on estimating how populations respond to changes 
in the amount and configuration of available habitat.  I addressed this question by 
testing for effects of habitat fragmentation on forest bird species in southwestern Costa 
Rica.   
 I tested for fragmentation effects on survival of adult individuals of the white-
ruffed manakin (Corapipo altera), and found a significant difference in annual 
apparent survival rates for adults marked and recaptured in forest fragments vs. a 
larger forest reserve.  Therefore, habitat loss and fragmentation is likely driving the 
dynamics of manakins by lowered population growth rates through reductions in 
survival.  I used the same manakin population to test for population structuring and 
genetic diversity.  Individuals from all fragments comprised a single genetic 
population, and that the fragments were likely at migration-drift equilibrium.  I found 
only modest levels of differentiation, and did not detect a correlation between genetic 
diversity and fragment size. 
 If community-level effects using a dynamic, multi-species hierarchical model 
applied to observational data. I found higher levels of occupancy and colonization of 
forest across species in contrast to the non-forest matrix.  Species’ prior classification 
  
of forest dependency was a poor predictor of overall occupancy dynamics of both 
habitat types. 
 I lastly tested for effects on habitat quality, and found an effect of reduced area 
on composition and abundance of forest interior tree species relative to pioneer 
species.  There was also an effect on tree height in forest fragments relative to control 
sites, dependent on the canopy strata of the tree (t= 5.20, p < 0.0001).  Therefore, 
deforestation could potentially reduce the quality of forest fragments for tropical bird 
communities through changes in food resources and availability of microhabitats, as 
observed by changes in the structure and composition of the tree community.   
 Estimating how tropical bird populations respond to deforestation, through 
effects on survival, dispersal, and occupancy dynamics, has furthered our 
understanding on how organisms in diverse communities respond to anthropogenic 
changes in the environment.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
  
 Current patterns of worldwide population declines and species extinction have 
been strongly linked to the destruction, fragmentation, and degradation of natural areas 
through the expansion of agriculture and urbanization (Sala et al., 2000).  Recent 
decades have been witness to an insurgence of research focused on estimating how 
changes in the amount and configuration of available habitat affect how animal 
populations occupy, reproduce and survive across habitat types in a landscape 
(Franklin et al., 2002).  This body of work has built a broad base of knowledge with 
regards to how animal populations respond to factors related to the process of habitat 
loss and fragmentation, like reduced area and isolation, and extensive reviews can be 
found elsewhere (Andren, 1994; Ewers and Didham, 2006). 
 At the onset, research on fragmentation effects on animal communities and 
populations focused on estimating changes in patterns of distribution across habitat 
types in human-modified landscapes, assuming that individuals distribute themselves 
as to maximize their level of fitness (i.e. maximize reproductive success).  When faced 
with contrasts in habitat quality, mobile organisms are highly likely to distribute 
themselves as to reflect tolerance or aversion to habitats perceived as having “lower” 
quality, or habitats that pose fitness cost.  Therefore, observed differences in patterns 
of species occurrence provided insight into the likelihood of populations to adapt and 
persist in fragmented landscapes.  Information solely on changes in distributions limits 
the applicability of predictions on the likelihood of extinction of species and 
populations in the face of habitat loss and fragmentation.  The need to predict the 
long-term persistence of populations, coupled with advancements in relevant statistical 
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tools, prompted the transition of research from community-level effects, to a focus on 
demographic responses of populations.   
 A large proportion of research dealt with fragmentation effects on dispersal, 
survival, and reproductive success of populations.  The bulk of the work was done on 
avian populations, where, for example, proximity to habitat edges has been strongly 
linked to an increase in nest predation, causing reductions in reproductive success for 
song bird species nesting near edges of forest fragments (i. e. Donovan et al., 1997).  
There are fewer examples on the effects of habitat fragmentation on survival (Lampila 
et al., 2005), but there is evidence suggesting that adult birds residing in forest 
fragments do not live as long as adults of the same species residing in more continuous 
forests (Bayne and Hobson, 2002; Doherty and Grubb, 2002).  This and other relevant 
work provided a much needed knowledge base on fragmentation effects on 
populations.   
 Despite advances, we are still far from being able to predict the mechanisms by 
which fragmentation is affecting demographic processes of populations, as well as the 
key drivers behind these changes.  One of the main limitations to our understanding of 
how populations respond to habitat loss and fragmentation is the geographical bias of 
our knowledge.  Most research to date focusing on estimating demographic responses 
of populations has taken place in temperate regions (Lampila et al., 2005).  Tropical 
ecosystems harbor the highest proportion of threatened species that are highly likely to 
vary from temperate species with regards to what demographic variables are most 
affected by habitat loss and fragmentation. 
 To a lesser extent, our ability to predict likelihood of extinction is limited by 
the fact that the estimation of demographic responses of populations and related 
processes was, until recently, largely confounded by failures to correct for the fact that 
observations of ecological systems are composed of both a biological component, and 
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the filters imposed by the process of collecting these data (Nichols, 1992; Williams et 
al., 2002).  Recent developments in statistical tools have vastly improved the accuracy 
of our inferences, as well as increased the feasibility of these estimations.  These 
relevant tools have provided an accessible framework with which to model changes in 
demographic parameters as a function of biotic (i.e. competition) and abiotic (i.e. 
patch size) factors as related to habitat loss and fragmentation. 
 I address these limitations in this thesis by estimating changes in how species 
occupy and survive in a fragmented landscape.  I focused on community and 
population-level responses to human-induced changes in landscape structure in a 
highly understudied tropical system, applying novel and relevant statistical tools.  
More specifically, I focused on the responses of tropical bird populations to loss and 
fragmentation of mid-elevation forests of southwestern Costa Rica. 
The second Chapter begins by testing for fragmentation effects on survival of 
adult individuals of the white-ruffed manakin (Corapipo altera) in southern Costa 
Rica.  How forest fragmentation affects avian survival had only been shown in two 
previous studies in temperate systems prior to this study, but had never been shown 
across multiple sites and years in tropical systems (Bayne and Hobson, 2002; Doherty 
and Grubb, 2002).  Survival and recapture rates were estimated using mark-recapture 
analyses based on capture histories from forest patches and four sites in a larger forest 
reserve.  I found a significant difference in annual adult local survival rates for 
individuals marked and recaptured in forest fragments vs. individuals marked and 
recaptured in a larger forest reserve (χ2 = 5.0220; df =1; P= 0.025), but did not find 
any differences in capture probabilities (χ2 = 0.022; df =1; P= 0.645).  Therefore, 
habitat loss and fragmentation is likely driving the dynamics of white-ruffed 
manakins, and other long-lived tropical species, by lowering population growth rates 
through reductions in adult survival.  These observed effects on adult survival do not 
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mean that they affect other population-level processes, like successful dispersal of 
young.  Habitat fragmentation might be reducing the survival of adult individuals 
through increased mortality during movement between patches, or through a reduction 
in the quality of the resources on which they depend.   
I, therefore, explored patterns of population structuring and genetic diversity in 
populations of the same species, the white-ruffed manakin, presented in Chapter 3.  
These results suggest that manakins may retain substantial connectivity via inter-
fragment dispersal, despite habitat fragmentation effects on survival of adult 
individuals. We sampled 159 manakins, and genotyped these birds at 13 highly 
variable microsatellite loci. I focused on adult individuals during the breeding season 
from forest fragments and two larger control sites.  Bayesian clustering methods 
revealed that birds from all fragments comprised a single genetic population, and that 
the fragments were likely to be at migration-drift equilibrium.  This population 
showed only modest levels of differentiation, and we found no correlation between 
genetic diversity and fragment size. 
In these initial studies, I had focused on how the population of one species in 
our study region responded to the effects of habitat loss and fragmentation, showing 
increased but delayed extinction probabilities for white-ruffed manakins residing in 
forest fragments.  However, if there is a fitness cost associated with non-forest habitats 
in this system, as I observed by reductions in survival in forest fragments, we should 
detect patterns of spatially-explicit habitat use between forest and non-forest habitat 
types, given that this bird community is largely forest-adapted. 
 I address this question in Chapter 4, as well as the more general question of 
who in the community is most likely to respond adversely to changes in the amount 
and configuration of available habitat.  I broadly quantified potential effects of the 
inter-patch matrix habitats surrounding forest remnants by estimating occupancy and 
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colonization of forest and the surrounding non-forest matrix.  I used a multi-year, 
multi-species, multi-level model applied to observations of species that make up the 
diverse bird community of southwestern Costa Rica. I found higher levels of 
occupancy and colonization of forest across species in comparison to the non-forest 
matrix.  Species’ prior ecological classification of forest dependency was a poor 
predictor of overall occupancy dynamics of both habitat types.  Based on my analyses, 
I was able to create a rigorous assessment of the 39 species of greatest conservation 
concern, defined by having high estimates of continued occupancy of forest, and low 
estimates of continued occupancy and colonization of non-forest, and thus they were 
the most likely to affected negatively by habitat loss and fragmentation in this region. 
 So far, all of my analysis made the assumption that forest fragments are lower 
in quality than larger, more continuous tracts of forest.  I address the validity of this 
assumption in Chapter 5 by testing for changes in habitat quality for the community of 
tropical birds in our study region of southwestern Costa Rica.  I found a significant 
effect of reduced area on tree species composition and abundance of forest interior 
relative to pioneer species (p < 0.0001 for each).  Therefore, forest fragmentation 
probably reduces habitat quality for this bird community through a reduction and 
change of tree mediated food sources.  I also found a significant effect on height in 
forest fragments relative to control sites (t=5.88, p = 0.0001), and there was strong 
support for this effect to vary dependent on the canopy strata of the tree (t= 5.20, p < 
0.0001).  Therefore, forest fragmentation has additional significant impacts on the 
structural complexity of remnant fragments through reductions in height of canopy 
strata.  These effects were not significantly affected by distance from the edge.  The 
increased degree of overlap between canopy strata is likely to reduce or eliminate 
microhabitats associated with these strata, and reduce resources linked to foraging and 
breeding sites.  Therefore, fragmentation of tropical forests could potentially reduce 
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the quality of the habitat for tropical bird communities through changes in food 
resources and availability of microhabitats, as observed by changes in the structure 
and composition of the tree community.  The ecological integrity of these fragments is 
likely to continue to deteriorate, and their long-term potential to serve as habitat for 
birds and other organisms is likely to decrease unless action is taken to mitigate these 
effects. 
 
Conclusions and closing remarks  
“To those familiar with the manifold of complexities…in real populations, our 
“basic” models may seem oversimplified to the point of lunacy”- Roy Anderson and 
Robert May, 1992. 
 
Current patterns of worldwide population declines and species extinction 
driven by habitat loss and fragmentation have presented population ecologists with the 
challenge to define what biotic and abiotic factors are strong determinants of the 
likelihood of long-term persistence of populations.  In other words, the pressing 
question is: who is most at risk in fragmented and degraded systems? This overarching 
question has been at the forefront of research in the fields of evolutionary, population, 
and conservation biology in the past few decades.  I began to address this question in 
this dissertation using relevant statistical tools in an understudied tropical system.  My 
research on the effects of fragmentation on survival, dispersal, and occupancy 
dynamics of a tropical bird community were done applying an approach clearly aimed 
at improving our capability to make demographic projections of what bird populations 
are likely to go extinct in the face of deforestation.  
I found that individuals of the white-ruffed manakin that reside in forest 
fragments are not able to survive as long as individuals in larger forests, and therefore, 
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not able to produce as many successful young.  The genetic inference showed that 
despite these effects, individuals still appear to be dispersing through the landscape.  
What is a likely outcome for this species in the landscape?  To fully address this 
question, we must go beyond demographic projections, and examine how changes in 
fitness-related life-history traits are likely to dynamically influence long-term 
persistence.  Considering the high estimates of survival for this species, if population 
sizes of this forest bird do not decline past a critical level, reduced adult survival over 
the long-term could lead to an increase in reproductive effort and higher frequency of 
individuals with earlier reproductive onset in this population (Reznick et al., 1994; 
Reznick and Endler, 1982; Reznick et al., 1990).  Does this hold true for the other 
numerous bird species in the community?  Is apparent survival for adults for most 
species equally high and reduced by forest fragmentation?  Or is there a high degree of 
variation in not just survival, but other fitness-related life-history traits, and thus 
responses to changes in mortality and reproductive success vary highly as well?  For 
example, for species that appear to be faring better in fragmented systems, could a 
plausible explanation be that these individuals do not live as long, and are thus not as 
affected by increases in adult mortality?  
Answering these questions is a critical step in linking life-history traits with the 
likelihood of extinction, and could improve our capability to predict what species and 
populations are most at risk of extinction.  The key challenge to answering this 
question is one common to all research that contrasts demographic parameters of 
populations of individuals that inhabit different habitat types.  If we recall, apparent 
survival is a product of true survival probability and how likely an individual is to 
remain in the sampling area, otherwise known as fidelity.  This is because if an 
individual is not captured again, we can not differentiate in a live encounter, mark-
recapture study if an absence means the individual is dead, or simply was no longer 
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available for capture.  Our estimates of survival are therefore strongly dependent on 
how likely individuals are to remain in the study area.  Habitat types that differ in 
quality are likely to differ in not only fidelity, but also in their probability of capture if 
movement patterns differ between habitat types.  Therefore, the only way to contrast 
differences in demographic rates of individuals is to use a robust design framework 
(Kendall et al., 1997), and test for not only differences in recapture probabilities 
among habitat types, but also if there are differences in movement-related parameters 
of temporary emigration.  This is the best way to test if apparent contrasts between 
demographic rates are not just a function of differences in capture probabilities or 
movement patters.  Another key factor that also influences fidelity is the spatial scale 
of inference used to estimate movement and survival parameters for each habitat type, 
specifically if individuals use more than one within and between seasons.  Habitat-
specific estimates for individuals with home-ranges that span across multiple habitat 
types will likely be biased as reflected by the proportion of time spent at each habitat 
type.  Bias resulting from differences in spatial scale of inference for demographic 
parameters was shown for the long-lived, highly territorial spotted owl (Strix 
occidentalis), where estimates of survival increased with increasing area of inference 
(Zimmerman et al., 2007).     
 Moving away from individual species to community-level effects, I have 
shown that bird species in this community favor forest in comparison to non-forest 
habitats, and that forest fragmentation is impacting a much larger proportion of the 
community than previously thought.  Bird species classified as open or degraded 
habitat species, and thus previously considered to not be negatively affected by forest 
fragmentation, were shown to occupy and colonize forest at much higher rates than 
previously thought.  These results regarding occupancy and colonization would have 
been masked had I focused just on “habitat specialists” or “forest birds,” or failed to 
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correct for the fact that detection of individuals is imperfect, and differs for each 
species and habitat type. 
 Still, I cannot make the claim that species are choosing forest over non-forest 
without further evidence associating a fitness cost with non-forest habitats.  Our 
results make the assumption that patterns of occupancy dynamics (i.e. occupancy, 
colonization, extinction) are positively correlated with fitness-related life-history 
traits.  This relationship might hold true for some species, but it could vary widely 
depending on the life-history traits themselves.  The strength in correlation between 
indicators of abundance and fitness components has been shown empirically to vary 
depending on factors like territoriality and spatial aggregation of individuals (Aldridge 
and Boyce, 2007; Nielsen et al., 2005).  Are there life-history traits we can identify for 
which occupancy is not a good indicator of habitat quality for individuals?  
Estimating how tropical bird populations respond to deforestation, through 
effects on survival and differences in how species associate with habitats in the 
landscape, has furthered our understanding on how diverse communities of organisms 
are responding to changes in the environment.  I have also provided further insight as 
to who might be most at risk, and begun to lay the groundwork of relating life-history 
traits with extinction risk.  I plan to continue to carry out research in this exciting and 
challenging topic for many years to come, and hopefully impact along the way 
innovative conservation measures to mitigate human impacts on animal populations, 
and do my part in increasing the probability that lower latitudes remain diverse for 
many generations to come. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
HABITAT FRAGMENTATION LOWERS SURVIVAL IN A TROPICAL FOREST 
BIRD 
 
Abstract 
 Population ecology research has long been focused on linking environmental 
features with the relative fitness of populations.  The majority of this work has largely 
been carried out in temperate systems and, until recently, has examined the effects of 
habitat fragmentation on survival.  In contrast, we looked at the effect of forest 
fragmentation on apparent survival of individuals of the white-ruffed manakin 
(Corapipo altera) in southern Costa Rica.  Survival and recapture rates were estimated 
using mark-recapture analyses, based on capture histories from 1993 to 2006.  We 
sampled four forest patches ranging in size from 0.9 to 25 ha, and four sites in the 
larger 227 ha Las Cruces Biological Station Forest Reserve (LCBSFR).  We found a 
significant difference in annual adult apparent survival rates for individuals marked 
and recaptured in forest fragments vs. individuals marked and recaptured in the larger 
LCBSFR (χ2 = 5.022; df =1; P= 0.025).  Contrary to our expectation, survival and 
recapture probabilities did not differ between male and female manakins.  Also, there 
was no support for the existence of annual variation in survival within each study site.  
Our results suggest that forest fragmentation is likely having an effect on population 
dynamics for the white-ruffed manakin in this landscape.  Therefore, populations that 
appear to be persisting in fragmented landscapes might still be at risk of local 
extinction, and conservation action for tropical birds should be aimed at identifying 
and reducing sources of adult mortality.  Future studies in fragmentation effects on 
reproductive success and survival, across broad geographical scales, will be needed 
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before a clear understanding of the effects of habitat fragmentation on populations can 
be achieved for both tropical and temperate regions. 
 
Introduction  
A primary research objective in population ecology has been to link 
environmental features, such as habitat characteristics, with demographic parameters 
of populations (Bender et al., 1998; Matthysen et al., 1995; Melbourne et al., 2004; 
Nichols et al., 1981; Reed, 2004).  In the last few decades, a principal focus of 
research in this field has been on the effect of habitat fragmentation on the relative 
fitness of wildlife populations (Andren, 1994; Bender et al., 1998; Blake and Karr, 
1987; Hanski and Gaggiotti, 2004).  Although forest fragmentation can adversely 
influence both reproductive success (Donovan et al., 1997; Lloyd et al., 2005; 
Robinson et al., 1995; Tewksbury et al., 2006) and survival (Horak and Lebreton, 
1998; Matthysen, 1999), most avian studies have focused on the former because 
accurately estimating survivorship is logistically challenging (Clobert and Lebreton, 
1991; Lampila et al., 2005).  Nichols et al. (1981) and Clobert and Lebreton (1991) 
argued that survival estimates from older studies were not precise and were biased, 
primarily because recapture rates were assumed to be accurate indices of survival 
rates, even though potential variation in recapture probabilities were not taken into 
account.  Additional bias was also attributed to a failure to control for other sources of 
heterogeneity in survival rates, like sex, age class, and breeding status, although recent 
studies have accounted for these potential effects in their analysis (Sandercock et al., 
2000; Sillett and Holmes, 2002). 
Methods are now available to accurately estimate a range of demographic 
parameters, including survival (Karr et al., 1990; Lebreton et al., 1992; Martin et al., 
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1995; Nichols et al., 1981), although Lampila et al. (2005) found these methods are 
seldom applied to studies on the effects of habitat fragmentation on survival.  Bayne 
and Hobson (2002) looked at both survival and reproductive success of male ovenbird 
(Seiurus aurocapillus) populations in continuous versus fragmented boreal forests in 
west-central Canada.  They concluded that low reproductive success in smaller forest 
fragments led to greater dispersal rates out of the fragments, in agreement with 
previous findings that site fidelity is highly correlated with reproductive success in 
migratory birds (Bollinger and Gavin, 2004; Haas, 1997; Sedgwick, 2004).  Therefore, 
they concluded that lower local adult survival rates found in smaller forest fragments 
were not a product of increased mortality, but an artifact of higher emigration rates out 
of these fragments (Bayne and Hobson, 2002).  Survival estimates could also have 
been confounded with mortality during migration, because they focused on a 
migratory bird (Doherty and Grubb, 2002).  Doherty and Grubb (2002), in contrast, 
focused on four resident temperate forest birds, and found increased survival in larger 
forest fragments for the Carolina chickadee (Poecile carolinensis), but failed to find an 
effect for the remaining species. 
A lack of consistency in these results could also be an artifact of the relative 
unimportance of fragmentation effects on breeding bird survival in temperate North 
America, where pairing success and nest parasitism have already been identified as the 
two main demographic variables most sensitive to habitat fragmentation in birds 
(Lampila et al., 2005).  What we do not know is what other demographic variables are 
most affected in other geographical regions, because most research on the effects of 
fragmentation has taken place in temperate systems. 
Observed differences in life history strategies between temperate and tropical 
systems indicate potential differences in the demographic responses of populations to 
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fragmentation effects. In tropical regions, certain vertebrate taxa, including terrestrial 
birds, are thought to be long-lived, have low fecundity, and low reproductive success 
(Martin, 2004; Ricklefs, 1976; Wikelski et al., 2003).  For these tropical populations, 
small decreases in annual adult survival rates could result in a significant reduction of 
individual lifetime reproductive success, altering population growth rates (Bennett and 
Owens, 2002; Knutson et al., 2006).  Therefore, any effects of habitat fragmentation 
on survival of birds are likely to have more pronounced effects on tropical than on 
temperate species. 
The white-ruffed manakin (Corapipo altera) is a logical candidate to examine 
the effects of habitat fragmentation on survival rates of tropical species.  White-ruffed 
manakins are long-lived, resident forest birds; the oldest male we have on record is at 
least 9 yrs old, and we have documented several females to be at least 8 yrs old (V. 
Ruiz-Gutierrez, unpublished data; (Stiles and Skutch, 1989).  Manakins are also a 
lekking species, and survival of individuals is expected to be highly dependent on the 
quality of proximate feeding sources (Hoglund and Robertson, 1990; Ryder et al., 
2006; Snow, 1962).  Therefore, we expect to see habitat fragmentation effects on 
survival rates of adult manakins if habitat quality is lower in forest fragments than in 
continuous forest sites.  According to the resource concentration hypothesis (Root, 
1973), larger continuous forest sites are likely to have more available resources than 
forest fragments, and to not be as susceptible to edge and fragmentation effects 
(Bierregaard et al., 1992; Debinski and Holt, 2000). 
The effect of forest fragmentation on manakin survival is likely to be 
influenced by the sex of the individual, given that female manakins are more mobile 
than male manakins in this lek breeding system (Hoglund and Alatalo, 1995; Ryder et 
al., 2006; Sandercock et al., 2000), and higher mobility might increase mortality, 
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especially in disturbed landscapes (Fahrig, 2002).  Male white-ruffed manakins also 
take several years to fully develop reproductive plumage, and females likely reproduce 
during their first year, thus bearing the costs of reproduction at an earlier age (Devries 
et al., 2003; Nur, 1988). 
In this paper, we look at the effect of forest fragmentation on annual adult 
survival rates of white-ruffed manakins on the southwestern Pacific side of Costa 
Rica, using mark-recapture analyses to partition variation in apparent survival and 
recapture rates as well as to account for differences between the sexes.  To the best of 
our knowledge, this is the first long-term, multi-site study to test for habitat-
fragmentation effects on survival of birds in a tropical region, providing a much-
needed baseline for comparison with temperate regions (Dhondt and Matthysen, 1993; 
Githiru and Lens, 2006; Lampila et al., 2005; Pearce-Higgins et al., 2007). 
 
Materials and Methods 
Study sites and species 
Research was carried out at the Las Cruces Biological Station Forest Reserve, 
Costa Rica and vicinity (LCBSFR; 8° 47¨ N, 82° 57¨ W) of the Organization for 
Tropical Studies (Fig. 1).  The landscape surrounding the study forest fragments was 
converted from forest primarily to pasture in the 1940’s and 50’s, although small 
coffee farms mixed with banana and Erythrina sp. trees, and small garden plots, are 
also common (Borgella and Gavin, 2005).  The landscape surrounding the focal forest 
fragments has not changed substantially since the study began.  All fragments have 
canopy trees and remnant primary forest vegetation, and are classified as tropical and 
subtropical evergreen rainforest.  The LCBSFR is the main forest fragment in this 
study (227-ha), although larger tracts of forest also exist in the vicinity (~10 km). 
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Figure 1.  Map of the study sites surround the Las Cruces Biological Station Forest 
Reserve (LCBSFR), in our study region of San Vito, Costa Rica, based on 1998 aerial 
photographs.  Numbers (F1-F9) correspond to forest fragments, and letters 
(G,F,L,W,R) to sites within the LCBSFR.  The habitat surrounding these fragments is 
primarily cattle pasture, with some small coffee farms around F9. 
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The four focal forest fragments in our study range in size from ca 0.9 to 25 ha, and ca 
1278 to 1328 m in elevation, and they are designated Fragment 1 (10 ha), Fragment 2 
(0.9 ha), Fragment 5 (20 ha), Fragment 9 (20 ha) (Fig. 1).  We also conducted work at 
five separate sites within the larger LCBSFR: Fila, Gamboa, West Bank Trail, River, 
and Loop Trail (see inset Fig. 1).  A more detailed description of the study area are 
given in Borgella et al. (2001) and Borgella and Gavin (2005). 
 
Capture methods 
We sampled birds by running 20 standard mist nets (2 x 9 m, four shelf, 32-
mm mesh) simultaneously.  On trapping dates, nets were opened by 0600h, checked 
for captured birds every 30min, and closed at 1100h.  The nets were placed as 
randomly as the broken terrain allows along a grid of trails.  All birds were banded 
with numbered aluminum bands, and sex and age (if possible) determined on the basis 
of plumage or presence of a brood patch/cloacal protuberance.  If the bird showed any 
signs of a brood patch, it was identified as a female.  If the bird showed any sings of 
male plumage, like symmetrical blue-black feathers in the wings or face, and a white 
ruff, it was classified as a male. 
 
Survival analysis 
We used capture-mark-recapture analyses for open populations to fit a set of 
Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) models (Lebreton et al, 1992; notations following Cooch 
and White (2006).  These models, varying in their assumptions of apparent survival 
(ΦA) and capture probabilities (ρ), were fit to our data using Program MARK (White 
and Burnham, 1999).  In this paper, our survival estimates are in reality estimates of 
apparent survival (ΦA), which is the product of true survival (ΦT) and site fidelity (F).  
However, we believe that our estimates of apparent survival are indicative of true 
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survival rates.  Permanent emigration rates are believed to be low for tropical species 
overall, and even more so in long-lived, year-round territorial species with high adult 
survivorship (Gill and Stutchbury, 2006; Jones et al., 2004; Karr et al., 1990).  
Directional movement probabilities (ψ) for the white-ruffed manakin in the same 
study sites did not differ significantly for movements from a small to a large fragment 
and vice versa (ψ = 0.08 ± 0.023 SE  and ψ= 0.022 ± 0.009 SE respectively) (R. 
Borgella and T.A. Gavin, unpublished data).  Therefore, we believe our estimates 
were not biased by differences in emigration rates between small and larger forest 
patches. 
We used time since marked (TSM) models to correct for potential effects of 
transient individuals on estimates of ΦA and ρ probabilities (Pradel et al., 1997).  
These models (referred to as a2) separate Φ during the first year after banding (Φ1) 
from Φ during subsequent years (Φ2+) (Cooch and White, 2006).  These TSM models 
have been successfully applied in previous work with tropical bird populations to 
correct for effects of transients and young individuals, for which Φ and ρ probabilities 
are both known to be underestimated if left uncorrected (Blake and Loiselle, 2002; 
Johnston et al., 1997; Pearce-Higgins et al., 2007; Sandercock et al., 2000).  Recapture 
probability can vary with time for various reasons, including unequal sampling effort, 
so we also included time-dependent models (t) for capture probabilities (ρ). 
We tested for overdispersion of data by using the goodness-of-fit test that 
estimates a variation inflation factor (ĉ) calculated in Program MARK.  The estimated 
value was used to adjust subsequent estimates and statistics if ĉ> 1, but left as one if ĉ 
≤1.  When ĉ was adjusted, model selection was based on Akaike’s Information 
Criterion for small sample sizes using the quasi-likelihood modified criteria (QAICc).  
Otherwise, just AICc values were used for model selection.  Models with ∆AICc 
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values differing by less than 2 were considered equally parsimonious with the best 
supported model (∆AICc = 0). 
Because all models have a degree of validity, we used model averaging 
procedures to generate model estimates from the entire model set (White and 
Burnham, 1999).  The parameter estimates from each model are weighed by Akaike 
weights of that model, which represent how well the data support a model, relative to 
all the other models in the set.  The model-averaged estimates come with standard 
errors that take into account not only within-model uncertainty, but additional 
uncertainty about which model best characterizes the true biological process being 
tested. 
 
Model set for sex-related variation in survival 
Estimation of differences in survival between sex groups using mark-recapture 
analysis has proven to yield positively biased estimates when sex is not always known 
(Nichols et al., 2004).  Nichols et al. (2004) argued that most analyses use capture 
histories from only known-sex individuals, whose sex is usually determined during 
subsequent captures and, therefore, the investigator’s ability to correctly assign sex is 
dependent on how many times an individual bird is captured.  For this reason, only 
capture histories of male and female individuals using sex known at first capture were 
used to test for sex-specific survival differences (Nichols et al., 2004).  We first 
grouped individuals into three groups based on sex at first capture: males (M), females 
(F) and unknown (U).  None of the sites had enough unknown individuals to include 
them as a group in the analysis, so only F and M were tested for group effects on 
survival (S).  We used only a subset of study sites (Fragments 1, 5, 9, and Gamboa and 
Rio Java in LCBSFR) that had sufficient known male and female capture histories to 
test for these effects ( > 30 captures for each sex).  Due to the fact that male and 
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female manakins differ in their movement patterns (Johnston et al., 1997; McDonald, 
1993), we also tested sex effects for capture probabilities.  We used the procedures 
outlined above in program MARK to generate a time-since-marked (TSM: a2-t/t) 
model, with time dependency (t) and sex effects (S) on survival (Φ) and recapture 
probabilities (ρ) that was used as our global model: Φ (Sa2-t/t) ρ (St). 
  
Model set for survival estimates  
We determined if apparent annual survival of white-ruffed manakins was 
affected by forest fragmentation by grouping all capture histories of males, females, 
and unknowns and analyzed each separately by study site because not all sites were 
sampled equally.  We used a TSM model (a2-t/t) with time dependency (t) on survival 
(Φ) and recapture probabilities (ρ) as our global model: Φ (a2-t/t) ρ (t). 
 
Effect of fragmentation on survival rates  
To test if there was a difference in apparent survival for individuals captured in 
forest fragments versus a larger tract of continuous forest, we separated apparent 
survival estimates generated using model averaging techniques in Program MARK 
(see Materials and Methods above), weighted by the degree of uncertainty in the 
estimates, into two groups: Fragments and Forest.  We used program CONTRAST to 
test for differences in apparent survival between the groups (Sauer and Hines, 1989). 
 
Results 
Apparent survival of males and females 
We analyzed 1,294 captures from 513 individuals marked and recaptured 
between 1993-2000 and 2004-2006 from a subset of five study sites that had enough 
captures of known-sex birds.  Our estimates of overdispersion were ĉ < 1.12 for all 
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sites, indicating minor overdispersion in the data.  None of the best-supported models 
(AIC weights 0.59-0.86) for the study sites included an effect of sex (S) on 
probabilities of apparent survival.  Only in three of the five sites (Fragment 1, Fila and 
Gamboa) did a model with a sex effect on apparent survival have at least 10% support 
(AIC weights 0.13, 0.12, 0.24) (Table 1).  For both males and females, survival was 
constant across years {Φ (.)}, and only the Fila site in LCBSFR showed support for 
models allowing transients and/or young individuals to vary in survival { Φ (a2-t/t) 
}(Table 2).  Model-averaged estimates for annual apparent survival probabilities for 
males and females ranged from 0.72 (±0.42 SE) to 0.99 (±0.016 SE) across sites 
(Table 3).  Capture probabilities did not vary between sexes (Table 2), and were time-
dependent {ρ (t)} in all but one site, reflecting our unequal sampling effort among 
years (Table 2 and Appendix E).  Capture probabilities for both males and females 
ranged from 0.06 (±0.15 SE) to 0.91 (±0.08 SE) across sites (Table 2). 
 
Apparent survival and fragmentation 
We analyzed 1,419 captures from 792 individuals marked and recaptured from 
1993-2000 and 2004-2006.  Because there was not a significant difference in apparent 
survival or capture probabilities between male and female manakins, we used capture 
histories from all male, female, and unknown sex individuals marked and recaptured 
for the analysis.  Birds were not trapped at each site every year, and hence our 
reported annual apparent survival estimates were interpolated over longer periods. 
We excluded results from the Gamboa site from subsequent analysis because 
capture probabilities varied widely across the three sampling occasions for this site, 
including two of the three intervals showing very low recapture probabilities.  
Therefore, we did not feel the estimates could be reliably compared with other sites. 
Both constant {Φ (.)} and time since marking {Φ (a2-./.)} models were 
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Table 1.  Models with at least 10% support used to test for effects of sex (S) on 
apparent survival probabilities of adult white-ruffed manakins in the region 
surrounding the Las Cruces Biological Station, Costa Rica.  Columns give site, model 
notation with best supported model in bold, number of parameters (K), the difference 
in Akaike’s Information Criterion value from the best fit model (AICc∆), and AICc 
weights (Wi). Either constant (Φ{.}) or time since capture (Φ{a2-./.}) models for 
apparent survival probabilities were best supported.  Both constant (ρ{.}) and time 
dependent (ρ{t}) models were supported for capture probabilities.  Models highlighted 
in bold represent the best supported model. 
Site Model K ∆AICc Wi 
Fragment 1 Φ{.}ρ{t} 7 0 0.84 
 Φ{Sa2-./.}ρ{t} 10 3.67 0.13 
Fragment 5 Φ{.}ρ{.} 10 0 0.75 
 Φ{a2-./.}ρ{t} 11 2.17 0.25 
Fragment 9 Φ{.}ρ{t} 6 0 0.59 
 Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 1.6 0.26 
Fila Φ{a2-./.}ρ{t} 8 0 0.86 
 Φ{Sa2-./.}ρ{t} 10 2.1 0.12 
Gamboa Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 0 0.68 
 Φ{Sa2-./.}ρ{.} 3 2.1 0.24 
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Table 2.  Adult annual apparent survival probabilities for male and female white-
ruffed manakins in the region surrounding the Las Cruces Biological Station, Costa 
Rica, from 1993-2006. Columns give site, sex, individuals per sex (N), number of 
captures (C), and model-averaged probabilities of survival (Φ) and recapture rates (P) 
for each study site with 1 SE in parentheses.  For sites that had time dependent capture 
probabilities, the range of annual recapture probabilities was provided. 
Site Sex N Captures Φ (SE) P (SE) 
Fragment 1 M 35 86 0.74 (0.069) 0.17 (0.07) - 0.65 (0.12) 
 F 40 107 0.74 (0.081)  
Fragment 5 M 46 108 0.72 (0.042) 0.11 (0.12) - 0.91 (0.08) 
 F 59 148 0.72 (0.042)  
Fragment 9 M 68 109 0.74 (0.113) 0.10 (0.09) - 0.33 (0.31) 
 F 48 94 0.74 (0.102)  
Fila M 41 72 0.90 (0.084) 0.12 (0.06) - 0.71 (0.12) 
 F 51 91 0.91 (0.083)  
Gamboa M 59 96 0.99 (0.016) 0.06 (0.15) 
  F 66 76 0.98 (0.09)   
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Table 3.  Models with at least 10% support used to generate apparent survival 
probabilities of adult white-ruffed manakins in the region surrounding the Las Cruces 
Biological Station, Costa Rica, from 1993 to 2006.  Columns give site, forest patch 
size (ha), model notation with the best supported model in bold, number of parameters 
(K), Akaike’s Information Criterion values (AICc), and AICc weights (Wi). Either 
constant (Φ{.}) or time since capture (Φ{a2-./.}) models for survival probabilities 
were best supported.  Both constant (ρ{.}) and time dependent (ρ{t}) models were 
supported for capture probabilities. 
Site Size (ha) Model K AICc Wi 
Fragment 2 0.9 Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 85.34 0.77 
  Φ{a2-./.}ρ{.} 3 87.71 0.23 
Fragment 1 10 Φ{.}ρ{t} 7 260.74 0.67 
  Φ{a2-./.}ρ{t} 8 262.37 0.29 
Fragment 9 20 Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 164.77 0.67 
  Φ{a2-./.}ρ{t} 7 166.90 0.23 
Fragment 5 25 Φ{.}ρ{t} 10 291.22 0.76 
  Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 294.65 0.14 
Fila 227 Φ{a2-./.}ρ{.} 3 214.71 0.55 
  Φ{a2-./t}ρ{.} 8 215.96 0.29 
  Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 217.51 0.14 
Gamboa 227 Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 117.11 0.61 
  Φ{a2-./.}ρ{.} 3 117.22 0.21 
  Φ{a2-./t}ρ{.} 5 118.46 0.11 
West Bank Trail 227 Φ{.}ρ{t} 4 69.08 0.44 
  Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 69.76 0.31 
  Φ{a2-./.}ρ{.} 3 71.95 0.10 
River 227 Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 70.21 0.60 
  Φ{a2-./.}ρ{.} 3 71.33 0.34 
Loop Trail 227 Φ{.}ρ{t} 3 40.12 0.63 
    Φ{.}ρ{.} 2 41.76 0.27 
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supported for apparent survival probabilities for the remaining sites (Table 3).  There 
was no support for annual variation in survival for any of the sites.  In all four 
fragments the best supported model was the Φ (.) model, while in 3 of the 4 fragments 
the Φ (a2-./.) model was also supported  with weights between 0.23 and 0.29 (Table 
3).  Similarly, in all four sites within the larger forest the constant survival {Φ (.)} 
model was best supported, while in 3 of the 4 sites the time-since marking model Φ 
(a2-./.) was also supported with Akaike weights of 0.10 and 0.34 (Table 3). 
Our model-averaged estimates of apparent survival ranged from Φ= 0.64 
(±0.005 SE) to 0.75 (± 0.08) for the sites in forest fragments, and from Φ= 0.76 (±0.11 
SE) to 0.97 (±0.15 SE) for the sites in the larger forest tract of the LCBSFR (Table 4).  
Capture probabilities were constant { ρ (.)} or time-dependent { ρ (t)} in the best 
supported model for all sites.  Estimates for recapture probabilities varied between 
0.11 (±0.07 SE) to 0.97 (±0.12 SE).  Apparent survival estimates for individuals 
captured in the four forest fragments were significantly different from individuals 
captured in the sites within the larger LCBSFR (χ2 = 5.0220; df =1; P= 0.025). 
 
Discussion 
 Survival and fragmentation 
Although it is widely accepted that habitat fragmentation has a negative effect on 
survival, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first long-term, multi-site study to 
test for these effects in a tropical region.  We found that annual adult survival rates of 
the white-ruffed manakin in southwestern Costa Rica were significantly lower for 
individuals marked and recaptured in forest fragments, when compared to individuals 
captured in a larger tract of forest.  Although we acknowledge that survival rates vary 
geographically, we do not believe that the effect of forest fragmentation on survival is 
a product of this variation. 
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Table 4.  Adult annual apparent survival probabilities for white-ruffed manakins in the 
region surrounding the Las Cruces Biological Station, Costa Rica, from 1993-2006.  
Columns give site, total individuals (N), capture histories, and model-averaged 
probabilities of survival (Φ) and recapture rates (P) for each study site with 1 SE in 
parentheses.  For sites that had time dependent capture probabilities, the range of 
annual recapture probabilities was provided. 
Site N Captures Φ (SE) P (SE) 
Fragment 2 26 56 0.72 (0.11) 0.31 (0.11) 
Fragment 1 91 216 0.75 (0.08) 0.19 (0.12) - 0.64 (0.13) 
Fragment 9 167 272 0.72 (0.11) 0.23 (0.12) 
Fragment 5 131 287 0.64 (0.05) 0.23 (0.25) - 0.97 (0.12) 
Fila 92 178 0.76 (0.11) 0.45 (0.11) 
West Bank Trail 63 75 0.97 (0.15) 0.09 (0.08) – 0.10 (0.08) 
River 41 48 0.91 (0.15) 0.11 (0.07) 
Loop Trail 54 78 0.94 (0.15) 0.41 (0.21) 
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Our results were not confounded by potential effects of mortality during 
migration, and hence we believe that reduced survivorship in forest fragments is not 
an artifact of higher emigration rates out of smaller fragments, in contrast to Bayne 
and Hobson (2002).  By using a resident tropical forest bird, we also did not have site 
fidelity correlated with reproductive success in our study species.  Although white-
ruffed manakins are known to show altitudinal movements in the Caribbean slope of 
the country, individuals in our Pacific slope study site appear to have year-round 
territories, with individuals recaptured both during the breeding and non-breeding 
season at the same sites, and even in the same net lanes (V. Ruiz-Gutierrez, 
unpublished data).  Further, work by Borgella and Gavin (unpublished data) carried 
out in the same study site has shown that the probability of directional movement for 
the white-ruffed manakin is not dependent on fragment size, indicating that it is 
unlikely that there are higher emigration rates in the smaller forest fragments. 
The mechanisms underlying reduced survivorship for individuals in smaller 
fragments are probably habitat related.  This highly frugivorous lekking species is 
likely to be affected by a decrease in the availability or quality of food resources in 
smaller fragments (Ryder et al., 2006).  Other factors might include increased 
mortality in the habitat matrix surrounding the forest fragments during movement or 
foraging, as well as differences in predation rates between forest fragments and larger 
continuous forest.  Also, normally patchy frugivorous resources might not be as 
constant and be spaced further apart in fragmented landscapes when compared to more 
continuous habitats.  Therefore, manakins may be foraging over larger distances to 
find resources in fragmented habitats, and potentially experiencing increased mortality 
due to increased movement through the inhospitable matrix. 
Regardless of the underlying mechanisms, it is clear that forest fragmentation, 
through its impact on survival, is likely driving population dynamics of white-ruffed 
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manakins in this region (Knutson et al., 2006).  This bird species, like many other 
tropical species, is long-lived, has low reproductive success and small clutch sizes 
(Bennett and Owens, 2002; Martin et al., 2000).  Therefore, the detected reduction in 
annual adult survival rates is likely decreasing individual lifetime reproductive success 
of white-ruffed manakin individuals, and hence altering population growth rates in our 
study region (Bennett and Owens, 2002).  To accurately determine the nature of the 
relationship between forest fragmentation and survival, future work will require a 
broader range of study sites, as well as the inclusion of larger forest tracts in the 
region. 
 
Sex and survival 
No model with sex effects on survival received more than 24% support (Table 
1).  Our failure to detect a significant difference in survival rates between males and 
females is contrary to our expectations of higher male survivorship, but in agreement 
with previous results for the white-collared (Manacus candei) and band-tailed (Pipra 
fasiicauda) manakins  (Blake and Loiselle, 2002; Pearce-Higgins et al., 2007).  
However, Blake and Loiselle (2002) did find that survivorship in red-capped manakin 
females was higher than males. 
We based our expectation of higher male survivorship on assumptions related 
to movement and reproductive costs.  A lack of sex effects on survival suggests that 
the cost of reproduction in females is not significantly higher than the cost of finding, 
establishing, and defending a lek territory for males.  Another plausible explanation is 
that there might not be a difference in movement between males and females of the 
white-ruffed manakin in our study region.  We found evidence for this in our results 
given that we found minimal support for models that included sex-effects on capture 
probabilities.  Blake and Loiselle (2002) also found little evidence to suggest that 
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movement varies between sexes for the white-ruffed manakin based on their analysis 
of dispersal distances. 
Survival of Tropical Birds 
Our estimates of apparent survival, Φ= 0.74 (±0.069 SE) to 0.97 (±0.15 SE), 
are some of the highest recorded not just for Pipridae, but also for any resident tropical 
bird using rigorous methodology (Karr et al. 1990; Brawn et al, 1995; Johnston et al, 
1997; Blake and Loiselle 2002; Pearce-Higgins, 2007).  Johnston et al (1997) 
estimated survival for several Pipridae species, with survival ranging from Φ=0.69 
(0.05 SE) to 0.74 (0.11 SE).  Blake and Loiselle (2002) also estimated survival for 
several manakin species, with apparent survival Φ = 0.56 (0.19 SE) and Φ = 0.59 
(0.18 SE) for the white-ruffed manakins in their breeding and non-breeding sites, 
respectively (Blake and Loiselle 2002).  Recent work by Pearce-Higgins (2007) on 
band-tailed manakins (Pipra fasciicauda) had survival estimates of Φ = 0.673 (0.426-
0.861). 
Despite our high survival estimates, we believe they only lend partial support 
for the overall argument of higher survival in tropical vs. temperate avian species, 
given that we only focused on one population and one species.  Survival is also known 
to vary geographically between populations of the same species (Dhondt, 2001; 
Frederiksen et al., 2005), and only a long-term, multi-species survivorship analysis 
across a broader geographical scale could provide enough evidence for comparison 
with temperate populations. 
 
Conclusions 
Following a fragmentation event, species found in the remnant forest 
fragments have a high probability of local extinction, although certain species remain 
long past the event (Bierregaard et al., 2001; Ferraz et al., 2007).  Our results indicate 
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that for tropical regions, species that appear to be persisting in fragmented landscapes 
might still be at risk of local extinction.  Therefore, conservation efforts for tropical 
birds should be aimed at identifying and mitigating sources of adult mortality in 
fragmented landscapes.  Future studies of fragmentation effects in multiple areas for 
individual taxa, which examine both survival and reproductive rates, will also be 
needed before a clear understanding on the effects of habitat fragmentation on 
populations can be achieved for both tropical and temperate regions.
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CHAPTER 3 
 
WEAK GENETIC STRUCTURING INDICATES ONGOING GENE FLOW 
ACROSS WHITE-RUFFED MANAKIN (Corapipo altera) POPULATIONS IN A 
HIGHLY FRAGMENTED COSTA RICA  
 
Abstract 
 We explored the effects of recent forest fragmentation on fine-scale patterns of 
population structuring and genetic diversity in populations of White-ruffed Manakins 
(Corapipo altera) inhabiting premontane forest fragments of varying size in 
southwestern Costa Rica.  Habitat fragmentation is a major conservation concern for 
avian populations worldwide, but studies of the genetic effects of fragmentation on 
Neotropical birds are limited.  We sampled 159 manakins from nine forest fragments 
of varying size within an 18 kilometer radius and genotyped these birds at 13 
microsatellite loci.  Bayesian clustering methods revealed that birds from all fragments 
comprised a single genetic population, and an MCMC approach showed that the 
fragments were likely to be at migration-drift equilibrium.  F-statistics showed only 
modest levels of differentiation between forest fragments.  We calculated allelic 
diversity indices for each fragment but found no correlation between genetic diversity 
and fragment size.  These results suggest that manakins may retain substantial 
connectivity via inter-fragment dispersal despite habitat fragmentation. 
 
Introduction 
Habitat loss and fragmentation are primary causes of vertebrate population 
declines and species extinctions (Sala et al. 2003), particularly in the biodiversity-rich 
Neotropical region (Laurance et al. 2002), where birds have received considerable 
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conservation attention.  Habitat fragmentation has been shown to adversely affect bird 
populations via multiple pathways of causation, from within-fragment changes in food 
availability (Zanette et al. 2000), microclimate (Karr and Freemark 1983), nesting 
success (Sieving 1992; Robinson et al. 1995; Robinson et al. 2000), and survivorship 
(Doherty and Grubb 2002), to reductions in dispersal potential between fragments 
(Laurance et al. 2004; Laurance and Gomez 2005) that alter population connectivity 
(Uezu et al. 2005).  Fragmentation has led to local extinctions of many species 
throughout the Neotropics (Kattan 1994; Renjifo 1999; Robinson 1999; Stratford and 
Stouffer 1999; Ferraz et al. 2007), particularly of forest understory insectivores 
(Stouffer and Bierregaard 1995; Canaday 1996).  A species’ ability to disperse through 
the matrix habitat surrounding forest fragments and thereby maintain connectivity may 
be the most important determinant of its local population persistence in remnant forest 
fragments (Castellon and Sieving 2006; Stouffer et al. 2006).  Successful mitigation of 
the adverse effects of fragmentation on Neotropical bird populations thus requires a 
better understanding of fine-scale and taxon-specific patterns of population 
connectivity in fragmented landscapes. 
Patterns of genetic variation can provide insights into dispersal patterns and 
population connectivity on scales that direct field measures of dispersal are unable to 
address (Koenig et al. 1996).  Over the course of generations, dispersal limitation may 
lead to genetic substructuring and a reduction in genetic diversity in isolated fragments 
(Caizergues et al. 2003), effects that likely pose a threat to the long-term viability of 
populations (Frankham 1996).  Despite the recent application of highly sensitive 
markers such as microsatellites to examine population structure in many natural 
populations, we know of no microsatellite-based study that has investigated fine scale 
genetic structuring in a Neotropical bird that occupies a fragmented landscape.  Most 
previous work on intra-specific genetic differentiation in Neotropical birds has been 
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based instead on lower resolution markers (usually mitochondrial DNA haplotype 
variation; e.g., Brown et al. 2004) and focused on longer time scales in the context of 
incipient speciation, exploring effects of landscape features such as rivers (Capparella 
1988, 1992), mountains (Brumfield and Capparella 1996), and islands (Ricklefs and 
Bermingham 2001) on population structure. MtDNA-based studies on the effects of 
natural forest fragmentation on genetic structure and diversity (Bates 2000, 2002) 
found limited (if any) effects on genetic structure.  Previous work in Southwestern 
Costa Rica on understory insectivores documents that recent forest fragmentation has 
led to unstable communities (Borgella and Gavin 2005) and a reduction in mtDNA-
based measures of genetic diversity (Brown et al. 2004) for birds in small isolated 
fragments, suggesting that fragmentation poses a serious threat to forest-dependent 
avian populations in this part of the world. 
Here we apply a set of microsatellite markers to a population of White-ruffed 
Manakins (Corapipo altera) occupying forest remnants of varying size in the recently 
fragmented Coto Brus region of Southwestern Costa Rica.  Once covered in extensive 
tropical premontane rainforest (Borgella et al. 2001; Borgella and Gavin 2005), the 
forests of the region have been fragmented by various anthropogenic uses over the 
past half-century.  The White-ruffed Manakin is a common resident of the lower and 
middle strata of tropical lowland and montane evergreen forests from eastern 
Honduras to northwestern Colombia (A.O.U. 1998).  This manakin species is mainly 
frugivorous (Skutch 1967; Rosselli 1994), and males display on moss-covered logs 
arranged in dispersed leks (Slud 1964; Rosselli 2002).  Individuals generally inhabit 
intact forest, but may search for food in nearby clearings (Skutch 1967).  We expected 
genetic differentiation among fragments for this species due to low nesting success for 
tropical birds in general (Robinson et al. 2000), low rates of colonization of forest 
fragments by dispersing individuals due to high lek fidelity (Hoglund and Shorey 
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2003; Borgella and Gavin 2005), and potentially increased mortality in matrix habitats 
during dispersal events.   
Our objectives in this study were to explore genetic patterns at two levels: 
population structuring across the landscape mosaic of forest fragments, and within-
fragment genetic diversities.  To assess the connectivity of the manakins occupying 
these patches, we use Bayesian clustering methods to estimate the number of 
genetically distinct populations, and F-statistics to examine patterns of gene flow 
among forest fragments.  We calculate allelic diversity indices to test if there is a 
reduction of genetic diversity with the size of forest fragments.  Considered in concert, 
the results of these analyses suggest that these populations of manakins continue to 
exhibit substantial connectivity. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Study area and sampling design 
Birds were sampled from ten mid-elevation tropical forest sites within the Coto 
Brus region of Southwestern Costa Rica during June-August 2004 and June-August 
2006 (Fig. 2).  Samples were taken during the breeding season, as resident breeders 
are most relevant to population genetic structure.  This region was originally forested, 
but the landscape has become increasingly fragmented over the past half-century, 
creating a matrix of anthropogenically modified non-forest habitats that may be 
barriers to dispersal for birds inhabiting the remaining forest fragments.  Seven 
fragments representing a range of patch sizes from 1.4 to 35 hectares (ha) were located 
within a 7 km radius of the Las Cruces Biological Station (LCBS).  Forest patch size 
was determined using the area calculation feature in program MANIFOLD v6 
(Manifold.net) by hand-digitizing orthorectified aerial photographs from 1998.  Two 
additional sampling sites were located within the nearby 5,600 ha Guaymi Indigenous 
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Figure 2. Map of the sampling area, showing the 10 sites where birds were caught and 
the subsequent sample sizes of genotyped individuals. Asterisks designate sites not 
included in the Fst and genetic diversity analyses owing to small sample sizes. Gray 
represents current forest cover and white represents non-forest. Map courtesy of 
Guillermo Durán and the Las Cruces GIS lab. 
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Reserve.  As these two sample sites were within the same large fragment, the 
individuals sampled from both Guaymi locations were pooled and treated as a single 
sample.  Anticipating the possibility that differentiation would be low among these 
nine sites within a 10 km radius, birds were also sampled from one site (Altamira) 
within the 500,000 ha La Amistad World Biosphere Reserve (Fig. 2), which was about 
30 km from the remaining sites.  All sites were between 900 and 1300 meters in 
elevation.  At each site, White-ruffed Manakins were captured in mist nets and 
permanently marked with individually numbered bands as part of a long-term 
demographic study.  Blood samples were taken via brachial venipuncture, and the 
blood samples were preserved in lysis buffer (2% Sodium dodecyl sulfate, 100mM 
Tris pH 8.0, 100mM Na2EDTA, 10 mM NaCl).  Birds were then released.  All 
activities involving live birds were conducted under an approved Cornell University 
Institutional Animal Care and Use protocol (#05-0053). 
 
DNA extraction and genotyping 
Genomic DNA was extracted from each blood sample using Perfect gDNA 
Blood Mini kits (Eppendorf), following the manufacturer’s protocol.  DNA was eluted 
in 200 µl of buffer and stored at -20C until used for genotyping.  Microsatellite alleles 
were amplified via the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using 15 PCR primer pairs 
designed for Corapipo altera, following the protocols detailed in Barnett et al. (in 
press).  Labeled PCR products were analyzed on an ABI Prism 3100 Genetic Analyzer 
(Applied Biosystems), and allele sizes were estimated using GENEMAPPERTM Vers. 
3.7 (Applied Biosystems). 
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Microsatellite validation and variability  
We checked each locus for the presence of null alleles using the program 
MICRO-CHECKER version 2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et al. 2004), setting the number of 
iterations to 10000.  Since all analyzed samples amplified at least one allele, we used 
the Brookfield 1 equation as a null allele estimator.  We estimated observed 
heterozygosities (Hobs) and expected heterozygosities (Hexp) corrected for sampling 
bias using GENETIX version 4.05.2 (Belkhir et al. 1996-2004).  We further tested for 
the significance of heterozygote deficiency relative to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 
(HWE) in the entire sample.  We also tested for the significance of heterozygote 
deficiency or excess in each sample site, depending on the values estimated for Hobs 
and Hexp.  These tests of deviation from HWE were performed, using the Markov 
Chain exact test method of GENEPOP version 3.4 (Raymond and Rousset 1995).  The 
default values of the Markov Chain parameters were increased to obtain standard 
errors lower than 0.01 for the P value estimates.  We used 10,000 dememorizations, 
150 batches, and 4000 iterations per batch.  We also estimated the Fis values within 
each fragment and tested for their significance using 10,000 permutations in 
GENETIX. 
For each pair of loci, we tested for the presence of linkage disequilibrium with 
the Markov chain method of GENEPOP (Raymond and Rousset 1995).  The default 
values of the Markov Chain parameters were again increased to obtain standard errors 
of less than 0.01. We used 10,000 dememorizations, 500 batches, and 5,000 iterations 
per batch. 
When applicable, we controlled for multiple comparisons by calculating the 
False Discovery Rate (FDR) –adjusted P-values using the compute.fdr function in R 
2.4.1 (Ihaka and Gentleman 1996).  The library of the function is available online at 
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http://www.stjuderesearch.org/depts/biostats/documents/fdr-library.R.  We used the 
method of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). 
 
Population structure  
We used two Bayesian clustering approaches, GENELAND version 1.0.5 
(Guillot et al. 2005a & b) and STRUCTURE version 2.1 (Falush et al. 2003; Pritchard 
et al. 2000), to explore the population structuring of manakins across this fragmented 
landscape.  Both of these programs use multi-locus genotype information to arrange 
individuals into groups that most closely fit the expectations of Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium while minimizing linkage disequilibrium.  Whereas both GENELAND 
and STRUCTURE employ similar analytical frameworks, GENELAND has two 
important differences: first, it allows the number of genetic groups (K) to vary, and 
second, it allows the spatial coordinates of each sample to be incorporated into the 
model as a prior.  STRUCTURE is currently the most widely adopted method of 
determining population structure for groups of individuals with unknown population 
affinities, and thus provides a standard with which to compare the results produced by 
GENELAND. 
In GENELAND, we performed an initial series of runs to determine the 
number of genetically distinct groups (K).  Preliminary runs were performed to adjust 
the input parameter values so that the Markov chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) could 
converge by the end of the runs, as well as to explore the parameter space 
comprehensively.  We then performed 12 runs of 200,000 MCMC iterations each at 
the selected parameters: minimum number of genetic groups =1, maximum number of 
genetic groups =50, maximum number of nuclei in the Poisson-Voronoi tessellation = 
500, maximum rate of the Poisson process used to generate the Voronoi cells = 500, 
allele frequency model = Dirichlet.  Multiple runs were performed with these 
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parameters to check the consistency of the value inferred for K.  The uncertainty 
associated with the spatial coordinates was set to 400m, based on a 10 ha estimate of 
home range size in the closely related C. guttaralis (Thery 1992), as no estimate of the 
home range size of C. altera is currently available.  In a typical GENELAND analysis, 
the next step is to assign individuals to the K genetic groups; this step was not 
necessary here, as the estimated number of genetic groups was 1 for each of the 12 
runs (see Results). 
In our STRUCTURE analyses we performed runs with values of K set from 1 
to 8.  Five runs were performed for each value of K, to check the consistency of the 
results between runs with the same K.  Each run consisted of 50,000 burn-in iterations 
and 1,000,000 subsequent MCMC iterations.  Because the sampled populations may 
have had some connection to each other before fragmentation occurred – and may still 
have – we used the correlated allele frequencies model and the admixture model.  We 
used a separate alpha (degree of admixture) for each population.  Alpha varied 
considerably along the runs when we used the default value of alphapropsd (standard 
deviation of the normal distribution describing alpha), so we decreased it to 0.005 to 
derive more accurate estimates of the output parameters (Pritchard et al. 2007). 
 
Inferring gene flow patterns among forest fragments 
For all of the following analyses, we removed the birds from sites with small 
sample sizes (Muñeco and Brasilia had one individual, and Fragment 5 had seven 
individuals), leaving for analysis 150 birds from six forest fragments. 
We first used 2MOD version 0.2 (Ciofi et al. 1999) to test whether the 
population structure of our sample sites was best reflected by a migration-drift 
equilibrium model or a drift-only model.  This program uses a coalescent-based 
Monte-Carlo Markov Chain approach to estimate the relative likelihoods of these two 
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models.  The gene flow-drift model assumes that allele frequencies in the populations 
are determined by a balance of genetic drift and immigration.  The drift model 
assumes one panmictic population was fragmented into multiple subpopulations and 
that subpopulations are diverging in the absence of migration.  We performed 5 
replicate runs with 500000 iterations each from which we discarded the first 50000 as 
a burn-in period. 
We then employed F-statistics to measure genetic differentiation and index the 
extent of gene flow among forest fragments.  Treating each fragment as a separate 
population, we calculated pairwise Weir and Cockerham’s (1984) θ’s among sample 
sites, and tested these values for significance using GENETIX, set to 10,000 
permutations.  This form of Fst quantifies the reduction in heterozygosity within 
populations relative to the total population, assuming that one single population is the 
ancestor of all other populations.  Although F-statistics may be inappropriate for 
microsatellites because of their high rate of mutation, Weir and Cockerham’s (1984) θ 
is one of the most widely used and conservative approaches to calculating 
differentiation (Lowe et al. 2004). 
We tested for the existence of isolation by distance by testing the correlation 
between genetic and geographic distances.  We performed a Mantel test between 
Fst/(1-Fst) and the logarithm of the Euclidean geographic distances among fragments 
(Rousset 1997) using GENEPOP version 3.4 (Raymond and Rousset 1995).  We 
calculated two sets of geographic distance values: the distance between actual netting 
locations, and the shortest distance between the edges of each pair of fragments.  
Because we assumed that birds could move freely within a forest fragment, this 
second type of distance value represents the distance through non-forest habitat that a 
bird would have to travel through to move between fragments. 
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Within-population genetic diversity 
To test whether there was a reduction of genetic diversity in small forest 
fragments, we calculated within-population genetic diversity metrics for each forest 
fragment (except Muñeco, Brasilia, and Fragment 5, because of their small sample 
sizes) using the program FSTAT version 2.9.3.2 (Goudet 2001) to calculate allelic 
richness, and GENALEX (Peakall and Smouse 2006) to calculate the number of 
private alleles.  The allelic richness of each locus (corrected for differences in sample 
size) was summed for each population to derive a total allelic richness per forest 
fragment. Graphical distributions of the values of allelic richness (R) and observed 
heterozygosity (Hobs) indicated that neither set of values was normally distributed (we 
did not use a normality test because the sample sizes were too small).  Therefore we 
used a two-tailed Spearman rank correlation test (Siegel 1956) to assess the correlation 
between both R and fragment size, and between Hobs and fragment size. 
 
Results 
Microsatellite validation and variability 
A total of 159 birds were genotyped at 15 microsatellite loci (Table 5), but two 
of these loci (CoAl21 and CoAl24) were subsequently removed from analyses due to 
the possible presence of null alleles in two populations for locus CoAl21 and five 
populations for locus CoAl24; when all birds were treated as a single population, the 
estimated frequency of null alleles was 0.0396 for CoAl21 and 0.2243 for CoAl24.  
All loci were polymorphic, with allele diversities ranging from 5 (CoAl68 and 
CoAl86) to 23 (CoAl02), and a mean of 10.5 alleles per locus.  The global test for 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium indicated no significant heterozygote deficiency 
(P=0.734) and no significant deficiency/excess of heterozygotes was found for any 
fragment after FDR correction (Table 5).  All Fis values were not significantly  
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Table 5.  Summary of sample sizes and genetic diversity parameters 
Site fragment size (ha) N
a Allelic 
richness Hexp n.b.
b Hobsc 
HW 
excess/ 
deficiency 
p-valuesd 
Fise 
# 
private 
alleles 
Altamira -f 14 81.0 0.682 0.659 0.167 0.035 3 
Cedeño 15 19 84.0 0.710 0.717 0.680 0.010 2 
Fragment 9 20 26 80.9 0.695 0.719 0.167 0.035 1 
Guaymi 5600 49 87.5 0.728 0.744 0.167 0.022 9 
Loma Linda 35 18 86.7 0.734 0.744 0.464 0.013 3 
Sabalito 20 24 81.6 0.706 0.692 0.325 0.020 1 
 
 
 
a number of manakins genotyped/fragment 
b expected heterozygosity, corrected for sampling bias 
c observed heterozygosity 
d FDR-corrected p-values of the tests of heterozygote excess/deficiency relative to 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium per fragment (the test of excess was performed when 
Hobs > Hexp n.b., the test of deficiency when Hobs < Hexp n.b.) 
e all of the Fis values were not significant (p>0.05) 
f the effective fragment size of Altamira is unknown, but it is most likely the largest 
fragment 
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different than zero.  No pairs of loci showed significant linkage disequilibrium after 
correction for multiple comparisons. 
 
Population structure  
In all 12 GENELAND runs, the modal number of genetic groups estimated 
along the MCMC was 1.  The STRUCTURE analyses similarly indicated that most 
likely all samples belong to the same genetic group. Indeed, the estimated probability 
of K=1 genetic group was 1, and this result was confirmed by the plot of the log 
likelihood values for each value of K, in which the highest likelihood was obtained 
with K=1 (Fig. 3). 
 
Inferring gene flow patterns among forest fragments 
The five runs performed in 2MOD gave similar results, indicating that the 
MCMCs were long enough to reach convergence.  The migration-drift model was 
much more likely than the pure drift model (P(migration-drift equilibrium) = 0.87, 
Bayes factor = 6.44). 
Pairwise θ values ranged from 0.001 to 0.029 (Table 6). 7 of 15 pairwise 
comparisons were significant, all of which involved Altamira or Fragment 9.  Mantel 
tests showed no association between genetic distance and either measure of 
geographic distance (p= 0.325 for distance between sample sites, and p=0.332 for 
distance between fragment edges; Fig. 4). 
 
Within-population genetic diversity 
Allelic richness, observed heterozygosity, and number of private alleles did not 
display any clear relationship with fragment area (Table 5).  The correlation between 
allelic richness and fragment size was not significant (Spearman’s Rs = 0.086, p>0.1)  
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Figure 3. Mean log likelihood scores as a function of the number of genetic groups 
(K), calculated over the five STRUCTURE runs for each value of K. Error bars 
indicate one standard deviation.  The most likely number of genetically distinct 
manakin populations is 1. 
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Figure 4. Comparisons of pairwise genetic distances and pairwise geographic 
distances. “Geographic distance” represents the Euclidean distance between locations 
where birds were sampled, whereas “corrected geographic distance” represents the 
distance between the closest edges of the respective forest fragments. 
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Table 6.  Pairwise Weir and Cockerham’s θ (upper) and the corresponding FDR-
corrected p-values of the permutation tests (lower). Asterisks indicate P-values 
significant at the 0.05 threshold. 
 Altamira Cedeño Fragment 9 Guaymi Loma Linda Sabalito 
Altamira  0.011 0.029 0.021 0.014 0.021 
Cedeño 0.08  0.014 0.007 0.008 0.001 
Fragment 9 0* 0.01*  0.022 0.017 0.021 
Guaymi 0* 0.05 0*  0.006 0.006 
Loma Linda 0.06 0.10 0.01* 0.08  0.011 
Sabalito 0.01* 0.41 0* 0.06 0.05  
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nor was the correlation between observed heterozygosity and fragment size 
(Spearman’s Rs = 0.086, p>0.1).  Although the effective size of the Altamira fragment 
was unknown, it is part of a very large forest and so was given the highest size rank 
for the correlation analyses.  The Guaymi fragment exhibited the highest values for 
allelic richness, observed heterozygosity, and private alleles, while the Altamira 
fragment had among the lowest values for these three metrics. 
 
Discussion 
A striking result of this study is that despite the highly fragmented habitat 
mosaic occupied by this forest-dependent bird, we found little evidence for genetic 
structuring among White-ruffed Manakins distributed among nine isolated forest 
fragments.  Bayesian analyses in both GENELAND and STRUCTURE indicated that 
all of the sampled birds group into a single genetic population.  Although almost half 
the estimated pairwise Fst values (ranging from 0.014 to 0.029) were significant, all 
involved two specific fragments (the Altamira fragment or Fragment 9).  The other 
values indicated little to moderate differentiation (Wright, in Hartl and Clark 1989), 
ranging from 0.001 to 0.014.  In the Long-tailed Manakin (Chiroxiphia linearis), 
McDonald (2003) found similarly low differentiation, with an Fst value of 0.02 
between 2 populations 115 km apart.  In our study there was a lack of strong 
geographic patterning in the Fst values.  The significant differentiation of Altamira 
from most of the other sites could be explained by the fact that Altamira is the most 
geographically distant, but the lack of significant differentiation between Altamira and 
Cedeño and Altramira-Loma Linda is then surprising.  There are no obvious landscape 
characteristics that explain the differentiation of Fragment 9 from all the other 
fragments since this fragment is relatively close to the Las Cruces Biological Station 
forest reserve, which would facilitate rather than impede movement. The observed 
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differentiation could be due to the fact that the fragments were formerly part of a 
continuous population and were recently isolated, triggering differentiation among 
some of them, by chance, through the effects of drift.  However, this hypothesis can be 
excluded since 2MOD suggested that the studied sites are at migration-drift 
equilibrium and not under the effect of drift alone. 
Even though some of the fragments appeared to be significantly genetically 
differentiated, there was no statistical evidence for a deviation from Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium.  This is peculiar, as one would expect a significant deficiency of 
heterozygotes in the whole sample, as a result of a Wahlund effect.  One possible 
explanation could be that the Wahlund effect is too weak to affect Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium, as only two fragments (Altamira and Fragment 9) are significantly 
differentiated from some of the others, and the Bayesian clustering methods did not 
find any genetic structure in the data set. Including only the individuals from Altamira 
and Fragment 9, there was still no significant deviation from HWE. 
Perhaps even more surprising than the weak genetic structuring, within-
population genetic diversity appeared to be unaffected by habitat fragmentation, as 
allelic diversity and observed heterozygosity showed no significant relationship with 
forest fragment size.  Contrary to our expectations, our site located in the largest forest 
fragment (Altamira) showed comparatively low values for both allelic richness and 
heterozygosity.  Although this site is situated on the periphery of a large forest reserve 
(500,000 ha), it is uncertain what proportion the total habitat falls within the 
distributional range of this species, since much of the reserve contains mountains that 
are higher than the elevational range of this manakin. 
These analyses of both genetic differentiation and genetic variation suggest 
that habitat fragmentation has not resulted in strong genetic effects on populations of 
White-ruffed Manakins at the relatively fine spatial and short temporal scales of this 
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study system.  This finding of low genetic structure is interesting in broader ecological 
and conservation contexts, because forest-dependent tropical birds are typically 
considered to be highly sensitive to movement limitation due to habitat fragmentation 
(Laurance et al. 2004). 
  The absence of strong genetic effects on the study population may have three 
causes, which we discuss below. 
First, recent fragmentation may have indeed affected the dispersal patterns of 
this species, but there simply has not been enough time since fragmentation of the 
landscape began for genetic differences to accumulate.  Historical aerial photographs 
of the region show that some deforestation had occurred by 1960, and deforestation 
comparable to that of the present day had been reached by the 1970s.  Assuming that 
the 1960 level of deforestation was enough to impede dispersal, this leaves at most 
half a century for limited dispersal to result in genetic differentiation among 
fragments.  Even this maximum time frame for the accumulation of genetic 
differences is relatively short in terms of the probable generation time for these 
manakins: although difficult to estimate for this system, the average parental age at 
which successful offspring are produced is at least 3-4 years, and probably much 
longer for males than females (Rosselli 2002).  However, 2MOD suggests that the 
study area is more likely to be at migration-drift equilibrium than under drift alone, 
indicating that the gene flow pattern is unlikely to have been greatly modified by 
fragmentation. 
Another possibility is that the limited genetic effects stem from markers of 
insufficient power, limited spatial scale, or small sample sizes.  It seems unlikely that 
we would be unable to detect robust patterns of spatial genetic structuring, as studies 
have used as few as six microsatellite markers to reveal fine-scale genetic structure 
and estimate dispersal in birds with mating clusters such as leks (Hoglund and Shorey 
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2003) or cooperatively breeding groups (Woxvold et al. 2006) at similar spatial scales.  
Thus, the low differentiation we found in the White-ruffed Manakins across this 
landscape is likely not due to a gross lack of sensitivity in the molecular markers.  On 
the other hand, a spatial scale of tens of kilometers may be too small to accumulate 
differentiation in a species as mobile as the White-ruffed Manakin, as a study of the 
Long-tailed Manakin similarly found little differentiation between sites separated by 
115 km (McDonald 2003), although only four microsatellite loci were used in that 
study.  Sample size effects may be more of an issue in the comparisons of fragment 
size with allelic diversities, but we note that the variation in allelic richness and related 
metrics was low across fragment sizes that, in contrast, varied by several orders-of-
magnitude. 
Last, this species may maintain high levels of dispersal potential and 
population connectivity despite the fragmentation of its forest habitat, as has been 
shown for the White-starred Robin in Kenya (Galbusera et al. 2004).  As mentioned 
earlier, this hypothesis is supported by the results of the analyzes we performed with 
2MOD, which showed that in the study area the species was likely to be at migration-
drift equilibrium.  Hence the recent fragmentation of the landscape would not have 
affected the gene flow and movement capacities of the White-ruffed Manakin in our 
study area.  This confirms observations that suggest a high movement potential for this 
species: whereas understory insectivores are the category of Neotropical birds most 
often identified as vulnerable to possible dispersal limitation due to fragmentation, the 
ecology and movement abilities of the frugivorous White-ruffed Manakin suggested 
that this species may be able to maintain some inter-fragment connectivity in a habitat 
mosaic.  Behavioral observations indicate that although these manakins typically 
occupy interior forest habitat, individuals do venture into clearings and more open 
edge habitats in search of fruits, which comprise the majority of their diet (Skutch 
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1967; Rosselli 1994).  In general, frugivorous species tend to forage more widely than 
insectivores in search of food, and thus may have greater movement capacities. 
Furthermore, male and female manakins do not differ in capture probabilities in both 
continuous and fragmented landscapes, indicating that individuals likely move over 
great distances to find scattered fruit resources (Blake and Loiselle 2002; Ruiz-
Gutierrez et al. in press).  The White-ruffed Manakin, therefore, might be expected to 
have a higher dispersal capacity than the more understory-dependent, insectivorous 
species that have been identified as particularly sensitive to habitat fragmentation 
(Stouffer and Bierregaard 1995; Canaday 1996; Anciaes and Marini 2000; Brown et 
al. 2004).  Relative to other frugivorous manakins, White-ruffed Manakins may have 
stronger movement capacities as suggested by observations that this species tends to 
frequent the higher strata of the forest when other more understory-dependent 
manakins are present (Skutch 1967).  White-ruffed Manakins on the Atlantic slope of 
Costa Rica are also suspected of undertaking seasonal altitudinal movements through 
forest habitat to lower elevations in the non-breeding season (Skutch 1967; Rosselli 
1994; Blake and Loiselle 2002), indicating that individuals might be capable of 
regularly moving across large distances. Individuals have also been captured and 
observed flying through non-forested habitats such as coffee and pasture) (Ruiz-
Gutierrez unpublished data).  This species may thus possess sufficient movement 
capabilities to maintain high rates of migration among isolated forest remnants.  
Before this study it was unclear whether these movement capacities translate into 
successful dispersal and reproduction, but the genetic evidence presented here 
indicates ongoing gene flow across this fragmented landscape. 
The White-ruffed Manakins in this study area are unlikely to face immediate 
genetic threats stemming from the recent fragmentation of their preferred forest 
habitat.  Demographic processes relevant to manakin conservation likely operate at 
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broader regional scales, as local manakin populations have usually not been 
considered particularly sensitive to habitat fragmentation (Anciaes and Marini 2000; 
Uezu et al. 2005; Anciaes and Peterson 2006).  Keeping in mind that different species 
are affected by habitat fragmentation in disparate ways (e.g. Anciaes and Marini 2000; 
Galbusera et al. 2004; Uezu et al. 2005), this study highlights the importance of 
considering species characteristics along with the appropriate spatial and temporal 
scales in any assessment of the genetic effects of habitat fragmentation.
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CHAPTER 4 
 
OCCUPANCY DYNAMICS IN A TROPICAL BIRD COMMUNITY: FOREST USE 
IS FAVORED ACROSS SPECIES 
 
Abstract 
Worldwide loss of biodiversity necessitates a clear understanding of the factors 
driving population declines as well as informed predictions about which species and 
populations are at greatest risk.  For most populations, the biggest threats to their long-
term persistence are the reduction and changes in configuration of their natural habitat.  
There have been noted inconsistencies in responses of populations across landscapes 
to habitat loss and fragmentation, widely attributed to the effects of the matrix habitats 
in which focal habitat fragments are typically embedded.  We broadly quantified 
potential effects of the inter-patch matrix by estimating occupancy and colonization of 
forest and surrounding non-forest matrix by using a dynamic multi-species 
hierarchical model on a diverse community of birds in southwestern Costa Rica.  We 
found higher levels of occupancy and colonization of forest across species in 
comparison to the non-forest matrix.  Species’ prior ecological classification of forest 
dependency was a poor predictor of overall occupancy dynamics of both habitat types.  
Synthesis and applications: We identified 39 species of conservation concern, defined 
by having high estimates of occupancy of forest, and low estimates of occupancy and 
colonization of non-forest, and thus most likely to be vulnerable to the effects of 
habitat loss and fragmentation.  We propose the use of the presented hierarchical 
community model to estimate occupancy dynamics of focal and inter-patch matrix 
habitats to identify which species in a community, specific to a region of interest, are 
likely to be most vulnerable to the effects of habitat loss and fragmentation. 
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Introduction 
Determining how animal populations relate to their environment is the 
fundamental basis for understanding how population processes are affected by 
changes in landscape characteristics (Kareiva & Wennergren, 1995).  Current declines 
in biodiversity, widely attributed to habitat loss and fragmentation, have motivated 
ecologists to improve predictions regarding the responses of wildlife populations to 
changes in the amounts and configurations of available habitat (Wiens, 1996; 
Balmford, Green & Jenkins, 2003).  This work requires identification of key 
environmental features that are directly linked to species' long-term probabilities of 
persistence in a landscape after a fragmentation event.  Original research on this topic 
grew from metapopulation theory (Levins, 1969) and island biogeography theory 
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967), to metapopulation biology and landscape ecology, 
establishing a broad base of knowledge on how landscape characteristics could drive 
the dynamics of species' distributions (Haila, 2002; Laurance, 2008).  This work spans 
several decades of research, mainly focused on how the long-term persistence of a 
species in a given habitat patch is related to patch size and isolation (Andrén, 1994; 
Hanski, 1999; Driscoll, 2007). 
Despite available knowledge, there is no clear consensus on the roles that patch 
size and isolation play on the distribution of species in fragmented landscapes 
(Bender, Contreras & Fahrig, 1998; Debinski & Holt, 2000; Ewers & Didham, 2006).  
A plausible explanation might be that the distribution of most species in fragmented 
landscapes does not reflect the assumed “island system” in metapopulation biology, 
where the landscape is divided into occupied habitat patches and un-occupied 
surrounding matrix (Moilanen, 2002).  This idea is supported by findings from a 
recent meta-analysis, using multiple taxa across different continents, which concluded 
that patch size and isolation are “poor predictors” of which species are likely to persist 
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in a habitat patch (Prugh et al., 2008).  Prugh et. al (2009) tested several plausible 
reasons for inconsistent predictive abilities of patch-related measures, of which the 
composition of the inter-patch habitat matrix was found to be the strongest predictor of 
species sensitivity to patch size and isolation.  These results are consistent with 
mounting theoretical and empirical evidence suggesting that a significant number of 
species in heterogeneous landscapes might be able to use, occupy, and even persist in 
the inter-patch habitat matrix (Vandermeer & Carvajal, 2001; Bender & Fahrig, 2005; 
Driscoll, 2005; Debinski, 2006; Revilla & Wiegand, 2008).  However, most research 
on “matrix” effects has focused on species richness, or the presence or absence of a 
single or a subset of “habitat specialist” species, for both focal and matrix habitats (i.e. 
Wethered & Lawes, 2003; Antongiovanni & Metzger, 2005). 
To build upon our current understanding on how populations respond to 
changes in their environment, it is necessary to estimate how species occupy both 
focal and surrounding matrix habitats.  Improved research on this topic is highly 
relevant to conservation science and wildlife management (Blaum & Wichmann, 
2007; Franklin & Lindenmayer, 2009), especially for regions where it is more feasible 
to improve the quality of the matrix than increase the proportion of focal habitat 
(Rudel, 2006; Perfecto & Vandermeer, 2008). 
The impact of changes in the amount and configuration of available habitat are 
traditionally modeled by examining the probability that a habitat patch is occupied 
using two main approaches: the colonization-extinction (CE) approach widely used in 
metapopulation biology (Hanski, 1992; 1999), and the birth-immigration-death-
emigration (BIDE) approach mainly applied in landscape ecology (Fahrig, 2002).  For 
the CE model, patch occupancy is dependent on colonization and extinction dynamics.  
As habitat area decreases, colonization of unoccupied habitat patches decreases, and 
assumed to be a function of the size and number of near-by occupied patches (Hanski, 
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1999).  Individuals are also assumed to occupy only focal habitat patches, and merely 
disperse through the matrix.  Recent work on matrix effects under the CE framework 
has modeled incorporated ease of movement through different matrix types (Hein et 
al., 2004; Ovaskainen, 2004).  In contrast, the BIDE model predicts that as habitat area 
deceases, colonization of the matrix increases, where mortality is assumed to be higher 
(Fahrig, 2002).  The result is an overall reduction in population size, decreasing 
immigration into, and increasing emigration rates out of habitat patches (Fahrig, 
2002). Although the BIDE framework addresses matrix effects, similarly to the CE 
approach, it has yet to jointly incorporate occupancy dynamics of both focal and 
matrix habitats into their approach. 
These approaches are currently applied to make general predictions regarding 
the probability that a sample unit (patch) is occupied by an individual or species (i.e. 
the state variable of occupancy) and related dynamics: colonization (i.e. probability 
that a sample unit is occupied given it was unoccupied the previous sampling period) 
and extinction (the probability that a sample unit is unoccupied given that it was 
occupied the previous sampling period) (Hanski, 1992; MacKenzie et al., 2006).  
However, most of the predictions based on occupancy dynamics in fragmented 
landscapes under the CE and BIDE models largely assume that an animal was absent 
when not observed in a habitat patch (Moilanen, 2002; MacKenzie, 2006).  There is 
irrefutable evidence that the detectability of most animals is less than perfect and can 
vary by habitat type, suggesting that individuals or species could be present in a 
habitat patch, but not detected (Williams, Nichols & Conroy, 2002; Mackenzie & 
Royle, 2005).  Current methodology in occupancy dynamics modeling accounts for 
the likelihood of these false absences, generating more accurate predictions with 
regards to the true state of occupancy and related dynamics (Royle & Link, 2006; 
Nichols et al., 2008).  This separation of true occupancy from apparent absences is 
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specifically important in making predictions on patch and matrix occupancy 
dynamics; differences in occupancy rates between focal habitat patches and 
surrounding matrix could be masked or biased by potentially different rates in 
detectability (Boulinier et al., 1998; Moilanen, 2002; Driscoll, 2007).  There are 
notable examples of work on occupancy dynamics that account for detectability ( i. e. 
Boulinier at al., 2001; Hames et al, 2001; Ferraz et al., 2007; Radford & Bennett, 
2007; Francois, Alexandre & Julliard, 2008) but they only address potential matrix 
effects and do not specifically contrast occupancy dynamics between habitat types. 
In this paper, we estimated potential differences in species’ use of both focal 
and matrix habitat types by estimating probabilities of occupancy and colonization of 
forest and intervening non-forest matrix habitats, for a community of bird species in 
southwestern Costa Rica.  We developed a multi-species hierarchical community 
model that estimates species-specific occupancy and colonization and detection, thus 
accounting for potential differences in detectability between species and habitat types.  
By analyzing species using a hierarchical approach, we gained additional insight into 
the validity of ecological classifications widely used in occupancy studies, by testing a 
priori expectations on how occupancy and colonization of forest and non-forest 
habitats should vary among pre-determined categories of forest dependency across 
species (Stiles, 1985).  The analytical model and framework presented here can be 
applied under both CE and BIDE approaches to make more accurate predictions with 
regards to environmental factors driving occupancy dynamics of populations in 
fragmented landscapes, as well as what species or individuals are most likely to be 
negatively affected in a given region. 
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Materials and Methods 
Study site and bird surveys 
The survey sites are situated within a 7 km radius of the Las Cruces Biological 
Station of the Organization for Tropical Studies in Coto Brus, southwestern Costa 
Rica.  This once continuous forested region became heavily fragmented in the 1940s 
and 1950s as forests were cleared to make way for small-scale agriculture.  The 
remnant forest fragments in this region are classified as mid-elevation tropical forests 
(Borgella & Gavin, 2005).  We surveyed 21 point count stations within seven forest 
(F) fragments ranging in size from 1.4 to 25-ha and situated between 900 and 1,300 m 
in elevation.  We also surveyed 10 point count stations in non-forest matrix (NF) 
habitat comprised of parcels of pasture, coffee, and secondary growth, also of varying 
sizes.  Point count surveys consisted of recording all birds seen and/or heard in 10 min 
within 50 mts maximum detection distance.  All surveys were conducted from sunrise 
(~ 5:30 am) until 9:00 am, by the same observer each time.  Each point count station 
was visited three consecutive days each year, rotating the order in which they were 
visited, during the months of May – September, from 2004 to 2008, although not all 
points were surveyed the same number of occasions.  These months fall within the 
time of year that most species in the region are known to reproduce (Stiles & Skutch, 
1989), reducing the amount of variability in occupancy due to variation in scale of 
habitat use.  Within a given year, we assumed that the populations were closed over 
the survey period, implying that species were either present or absent for the duration 
of the three day survey. 
 
Classification of forest dependency 
Our categorization of forest dependency for each species was taken from the 
system developed by Stiles (1985), based on decades of natural history observations 
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and research on the birds of Costa Rica.  Species in the “HIGH FD” category are 
classified as highly forest dependent, and considered as “specialized” and mainly 
restricted to forest habitats.  Species in the “MED FD” category have a moderate 
degree of forest dependency, and are thought to use both forest and open habitats.  
Species in the “LOW FD” have a low degree of forest dependency and are associated 
with open, deforested areas and agricultural habitats (Stiles, 1985). 
 
Analysis 
We used a recently developed hierarchical modeling approach that estimates 
composite community level attributes through species-specific estimates of 
occupancy, detection, and colonization (Dorazio & Royle, 2005a; Dorazio et al., 2006; 
Royle and Dorazio, 2008: chapter 12).  Under this framework, occurrence models for 
all individual species are linked together in a multi-level, or hierarchical model, 
placing then in a context of related community-level responses to environmental 
factors (Link & Sauer, 2002; Dorazio et al., 2006; Kéry & Royle, 2008).  By sharing 
information across species, we are able to enhance understanding of the community by 
increasing precision in estimates of species-specific occupancy, detection, and related 
dynamics, especially for infrequently observed species for which estimates would 
otherwise be unattainable through individual species analyses (Zipkin et al. In review). 
 
Model 
We developed a multi-species hierarchical community model based on survey-
specific detection/non-detection records to estimate occupancy dynamics of bird 
species in forest vs. non-forest habitats.  The observations, x(i,j,t,k), denote detection 
(x=1) or non-detection (x=0) of species i ( 1,2,…,212) at site j (1,2,...,31) in year t 
(1,2,..,5) during sampling occasion k (1,2,3).  We formulated our model by first 
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assuming that occupancy and colonization were species-specific processes that were 
dependent on habitat type (i.e., forest vs. non-forest).  As in previous applications of 
this method (Kéry & Royle, 2008) we assumed that occupancy for species i at site j in 
year t, denoted z (i,j,t), was a latent variable (i.e., imperfectly observed) such that 
z(i,j,t) =1 when species i was present and zero otherwise.  If a species in a given 
location and year was detected, then it could be established that the species was in fact 
present.  However, if a species was not observed, it could be because either the species 
was present and went undetected or the species was truly absent (MacKenzie & 
Kendall, 2002).  Thus, our repeated sampling protocol (k >1) was designed explicitly 
to differentiate non-detection from true absences. 
We tested for differences in occupancy, colonization and detectability between 
forest and non-forest habitats by including habitat type (hab) as a binary covariate 
dependent on whether the sampled site (j) was in forest (hab=1) or non-forest (hab=0).  
The topography in this pre-montane region of Costa Rica is highly variable, with 
many species showing both upper and lower distributional limits along the elevational 
continuum.  In regions with similar topography and species distributions along 
elevational gradients, elevation has been successfully applied as a surrogate for key 
habitat variables that influence distribution and abundance (Kéry & Royle, 2009).  We 
included linear and quadratic elevational covariates in our occupancy model which 
allowed us to examine species elevational preferences. 
We specified the species-specific occurrence model by assuming that 
occupancy was a Bernoulli random variable , with probability 
 for species i in site j, during year t.  For the first year of sampling (t=1), we 
assumed that species specific occupancy probabilities were linearly related to the 
above-mentioned habitat covariates, forest type and elevation, on the logit scale (Kéry 
& Royle, 2009; Russell et al. In press):  
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where hab=1 if site j is in a forest and hab=0 otherwise, thus allowing for species-
specific occupancy to vary by habitat type.  We standardized elevation covariates so 
that mean elevation was zero.  Under this model, u1i is the probability of occupancy 
for species i in forested sites under “average” elevation, and likewise, u2i is the 
occupancy probability in non-forest sites.  The coefficients α1i and α2i are the linear 
and squared effects of elevation on species i, respectively. For t=2,…5, we modified 
the occupancy model, such that the probability of occupancy for species i in site j was 
also dependent upon whether or not that species was present in the previous year 
(Russell et al. In press): 
( ) ( ) ( )
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Thus w1i and w2i are the occupancy probabilities (on the logit scale) for species i in 
forest and non-forest, respectively, when it was not present in the previous year 
( , , 1 0j i tz ! = ).  When a species was in fact present in the previous year ( , , 1 1j i tz ! =  ) 
then the probability of occupancy simplifies to the original model for the first year of 
sampling.  We thus define the probability of occupancy (expit(µ1i) and expit(µ2i)) as a 
combination of initial occupancy (the probability that species i was present at site j in 
the first year of sampling), and continued occupancy (the probability that species i was 
present at site j given it was present the previous year).  The probability of 
colonization (expit(w1i) and expit(w2i)) is defined as “the probability that species i 
was present at site j in year t, given that it was absent at site j in year t-1.” 
The detection model was similarly assumed to be a Bernoulli random variable, 
( ), , ,( , , , ) ( , , )i j t kx i j t k Bern z i j t! "! , where , , ,i j t k!  is the detection probability of 
species i for the kth sampling period in year t at site j, given that species i was in fact 
present at site j.  When species i was not present, detection was a fixed zero since z 
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(i,j,t) =0.  We assumed that species identity and the habitat type (forest or non-forest) 
were the only effects on detection:  
( ) ( ), , ,logit 1 2 1i j t k i j i jv hab v hab! = + " . 
In the community hierarchal level of the model, the species-specific parameters 
were linked together through a common distribution (Royle and Dorazio, 2008).  To 
test the a priori hypotheses that species estimates of occupancy, colonization and 
detection were associated with their prior categorization of forest dependency, we 
assumed that species parameter estimates (i.e., occupancy, colonization, and detection) 
were related only to other species within their category and also stratified by habitat 
type.  For example, all species in the HIGH FD category were linked together by 
assuming that their parameter values for occupancy (and similarly for colonization and 
detection) were drawn from a common distribution dependent on habitat type.  
Specifically, we assumed that ( )
 
  
 1_ 1_1 ,i high u high u highu N µ !" !  where 1_u highµ  is 
mean occupancy across the HIGH FD species in forests and 1_u high!  is the standard 
deviation (among HIGH FD species in forests) and that 
( )
 
  
 2 _ 2 _2 ,i high u high u highu N µ !" !  is the distribution for HIGH FD species in non-
forest sites.  We similarly defined the hyper-parameters (i.e. the mean and standard 
deviations – across species in a given group – of occupancy, colonization, and 
detection) for MED FD and LOW FD species groups.  We assumed that species-
specific elevation effects were related across all species (independent of forest 
dependency classification) and accordingly defined common distributions for the 
linear and squared effects, respectively. 
Model specifications and implementation details are provided in Appendix A. 
 
Predictions based on prior ecological classification 
 We predicted that occupancy and colonization in forest across HIGH FD 
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species would be higher than MED FD species, followed by LOW FD species (i.e. 
1_u highµ > 1_u medµ  > 1_u lowµ ).  We expected the opposite pattern for non-forest 
habitats, with occupancy and colonization for LOW FD species with the highest 
values, followed by MED FD species, and HIGH FD species showing the lowest mean 
response (i.e. µµ2_high < µµ2_med < µµ2_low).  
Results 
Avian community 
 We observed 212 diurnal species in 31 sites on at least one occasion over the 
five years of sampling.  We did not have sufficient data to estimate occupancy, 
colonization, and detection for 139 of the 212 species (i.e., rare species would result in 
unsubstantiated parameter estimates).  Even though we were unable to obtain 
information about a large proportion of the observed species, our hierarchical 
community model was able to produce parameter estimates for many more species 
than if we had modeled each species separately (Zipkin et al, In review).  However, 
since we focused on a subset of the most frequently observed species, estimates of 
occupancy were fairly high overall and are likely not indicative of the excluded 
species.  Posterior summaries of species-specific model parameters for occupancy are 
presented in Appendix B, for colonization in Appendix C, and detection in Appendix 
D. 
 
Occupancy of forest vs. non-forest 
 The posterior distributions of mean occupancy for HIGH (n=13), MED (n=39), 
and LOW FD (n=21) species indicated that all groups had fairly high and similar 
occupancy in forest habitats (Fig 5a. with 1_u highµ ~ 1_u medµ  ~ 1_u lowµ ). 
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Figure 5.  Kernel density plots of the posterior distributions of estimated means for 
the hyperparameters of occupancy (A-B), colonization (C-D), and detection (E-F) of 
forest and non-forest respectively, as estimated using the hierarchical community 
model.  Each plot represents the distribution of the estimated mean across each 
category of degree of forest dependency: HIGH, MED and LOW FD (see Methods: 
Classification of forest dependency).
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This is further demonstrated by no apparent differences in mean species-specific 
estimates of occupancy in forest habitats based on prior categorization of degree of 
forest dependency (Fig. 6a-c).  The posterior distributions of mean occupancy in non-
forest were also high, but did not show the same degree of overlap as in forest among 
forest dependency categories (Fig. 6a-c).  As predicted, the highest mean occupancy in 
non-forest was observed for LOW FD species, followed by MED FD species, and 
HIGH FD species showing the lowest mean response (Fig. 5b  with  µµ2_high < µµ2_med 
< µµ2_low).  This pattern was also evident from the differences in species-specific 
occupancy estimates for non-forest based on category of forest dependency (Fig. 2a-
c).  In other words, the probability of continued occupancy in forest was high across 
all species, but only continued occupancy of non-forest varied as predicted by a 
species’ prior categorization of forest dependency. 
 
Colonization of forest vs. non-forest 
Forest habitats had overall high mean colonization across species for all groups 
of forest dependency, but estimates for the MED FD category broadly overlapped with 
the LOW FD category, and distributions tended to be higher in comparison to the 
HIGH FD group (Fig. 5c with θθ1_high  > (θθ1_med ~ θθ1_low)).  The distributions of 
mean colonization in non-forest were low overall, with the highest estimates for the 
LOW FD category, and much lower and overlapping estimates for MED FD and 
HIGH FD (Fig. 5d with (θθ2_high  ~ θθ2_med) < θθ2_low).  This pattern was supported by 
species-specific estimates having low overall means of colonization in non-forest 
habitats (Fig. 6a-c). 
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Figure 6.  Species-specific mean posterior estimates of occupancy (A-C) and 
colonization (D-F), of forest and non-forest, as estimated using the hierarchical 
community model.  The estimates are plotted by prior categorization of degree of 
forest dependency: high, medium and low (see Methods: Classification of forest 
dependency).  The bars represent the standard deviations (SD) of each posterior mean 
estimate. 
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Occupancy and Colonization 
Contrary to our expectations, species-specific mean colonization probabilities for 
forest and non-forest habitat types were not a function of their respective occupancy 
probabilities for either habitat (Fig. 7).  In other words, the probability of being 
continually present in forest or non-forest has poor predictive power on the probability 
of opportunistic use of the same.  We found high variability in species-specific 
colonization probabilities of forest habitats within the small range of occupancy 
probabilities in forest and non-forest (Fig. 7a,b).  We found a similar pattern in 
colonization probabilities of non-forest in relation to forest occupancy (Fig. 7c), 
although showing a lesser amount of variability in responses.  Mean species-specific 
colonization probabilities of non-forest appeared to increase in variability as the 
probability of non-forest occupancy increased (Fig. 7d). 
 
Detection 
Mean species-specific estimates of detection were less than 1.0 for all species 
in both forest and non-forest habitats (Appendix D).  Distributions of mean detection 
probabilities in forest habitats for the HIGH and MED FD categories broadly 
overlapped, and were higher than for the LOW FD species group (Fig. 5e with vv1_high 
~ vv1_med > vv1_low).  In non-forest habitats, distributions of mean detection probabilities 
for HIGH and MED FD species group again overlapped, but were lower than 
estimates for the LOW FD species groups (Fig. 5f with v v2_high  ~ v v2_med > v v2_low).  
This suggests that our analyses of occupancy and colonization across habitat types at 
the species and group level would have been greatly biased if detection had been left 
uncorrected. 
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Figure 7.  Species-specific mean posterior estimates of colonization as a function of 
occupancy for forest and non-forest as estimated using the hierarchical community 
model.  The symbols represent prior categorization of degree of forest dependency: 
HIGH FD, MED FD and LOW FD (see Methods: Classification of forest 
dependency).  
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Discussion 
We applied a dynamic, multi-species hierarchical community model to 
estimate probabilities of mean occupancy and colonization of both focal and 
intervening matrix habitat types, accounting for potential differences in detectability.  
Our results showed that the prior categorization of degree of forest dependency of 
species was a poor indicator overall of occupancy and colonization, and instead found 
higher than expected use of forest across species.  Most importantly, our model 
yielded species-specific estimates we used to identify the species, specific to this 
region, that are likely to be most vulnerable to habitat loss and fragmentation. 
 
Occupancy and colonization: forest is favored  
We found mean occupancy and colonization of forest habitats to be high across 
all categories of forest dependency, relative to non-forest (Fig. 5a-d).  Our results with 
regards to the distribution of mean occupancy in forest, and colonization of forest and 
non-forest, did not follow predicted patterns based on prior categorization of species 
as HIGH, MED and LOW FD, but distributions of mean occupancy in non-forest did 
(Fig. 1a-d).  Our species-specific estimates of mean occupancy of forest or non-forest 
habitat types also had poor predictive power to characterize the colonization of forest 
habitat types (Fig. 7a,b).  In other words, regardless of the habitat type with which a 
species is mainly associated with, there is a higher than expected level of opportunistic 
use of forest across species.  Most importantly, the range of species-specific estimates 
of occupancy and colonization of forest for HIGH FD included estimates of species in 
MED and LOW FD categories, suggesting that current continued and opportunistic 
use of forest for species in the latter categories would be underestimated if based just 
on prior categorization of forest dependency (Fig. 7a,b). 
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Species classified with lower forest dependencies – considered to be resilient 
to reductions of forest habitat based on prior association to open habitat types – appear 
to associate with forest more than expected, both opportunistically and longer-term.  
This highlights the importance of remnant forest habitats for long-term persistence of 
the bird community in a fragmented landscape, like small forest patches and riparian 
strips, even for species typically associated with open and degraded land uses. 
 
Habitat-specific detectability 
All species that we were able to analyze had mean estimates of detection 
probabilities that were < 1.0 (Appendix D).  Detectability also differed widely 
between habitats by category of forest dependency (Fig 5e,f), showing great variability 
in species-specific estimates of detectability within, and between, habitat types 
(Appendix C).  Our comparison of occupancy dynamics would have been greatly 
biased had we not corrected for differences in detectability between species and 
habitat types.  We suggest that future work account for differences in detectability 
among species and habitat types, specially in species-rich regions.  This is even more 
strongly recommended for work contrasting occupancy, species richness or abundance 
between different habitat types, since any significant contrasts could be just artifacts of 
differences in detectability. 
 
Implications for CE and BIDE approaches 
We found that probability of occupancy of forest and non-forest habitats are 
not strong indicators of colonization probability of either habitat type (Fig. 7).  In 
other words, the opportunistic use of different habitat types can not simply be 
determined by looking at which habitats a species is most associated.  The large 
amount of variability in colonization rates also indicate that a true effective focal patch 
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size would be difficult to estimate for all but a few species (Fig. 7a,c).  For these 
species, colonization could potentially be a function of both nearby occupied focal and 
matrix habitats.  The “island system” assumed under the CE approach will most likely 
be perceived only by species with high continued occupancy of forest habitats, and 
low probabilities of occupancy and colonization for non-forest. 
Our results also suggest that colonization of matrix habitats in a heterogeneous 
landscape is not directly related to how likely a species is to remain in a habitat type 
(Fig. 7b), a factor usually attributed to focal patch area under the BIDE approach.  If 
the latter is true, commonly used landscape metrics like patch area or isolation might 
not be good indicators of the likelihood of matrix colonization.  Some species are also 
able to occupy both forest and matrix habitats, hence colonization of the matrix will 
not necessarily be detrimental.  Similarly to the CE approach, species for which BIDE 
would accurately predict occupancy dynamics in a patchy environment would be 
species with high continued occupancy probabilities of focal habitat, and low 
occupancy and colonization probabilities of matrix habitats. 
 
Validity of forest dependency categories 
Ecological classifications, based on prior or published work, personal 
observations, or expert opinions, are widely used to subset species of interest from a 
community to test hypotheses on how animal populations are affected by habitat loss 
and fragmentation (Boulinier et al., 2001; Ferraz et al., 2007; Petit and Petit, 2003).  
Radford and Bennett (2007) and Schlossberg and King (2008) found that these 
classifications did not coincide with their results, and highlighted the need to test these 
widely accepted, potentially unreliable ecological classifications. 
The probability of occupancy of forest and non-forest displayed predicted 
trends across species based on prior ecological categorization of forest dependency 
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only for HIGH FD species, but had poor predictive power for species in the MED and 
LOW FD categories (Fig. 5a,b and Fig. 6a-c).  We did not find predictable trends of 
colonization of forest and non-forest habitats again for species in the MED and LOW 
FD categories (Fig. 5c,d).  We conclude prior categorization of forest dependency has 
poor predictive power with regards to species responses to changes in amount and 
configuration of available habitat, as well as identifying which species or populations 
are of conservation concern. 
 
Implications for conservation: identification of vulnerable species 
A classification system based on presence or absence in matrix habitats has 
been previously suggested to predict which species will be most vulnerable to 
combined effects of habitat loss and fragmentation, and has improved the predictive 
power of patch occupancy models across species when included (Donald and Evans, 
2006; Umetsu et al., 2008).  But occupancy dynamics have also been shown to be 
highly landscape-specific, and to vary by region (Castellon and Sieving, 2006; Rhodes 
et al., 2008; Watson et al., 2008).  Matrix habitat use could also be spatially-explicit, 
change at different scales, and/or be dependent on the relative proportions of habitat of 
interest at each scale (Flather and Bevers, 2002)Tubelis and Lindenmeyer, 2004).  We 
suggest estimating occupancy dynamics, at appropriate spatial scales of focal and 
matrix habitats as a potential classification system of the subset of species most likely 
to be negatively affected by habitat loss and fragmentation.  Consistent with CE and 
BIDE approaches, the most vulnerable species would be those with relatively high 
mean estimates of occupancy of forest, and low mean estimates of occupancy and 
colonization of non-forest.  (Fig. 7b,c).  Under these criteria, species of highest 
conservation concern make up 53% of the species in our analysis (n=39), including all 
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of the species classified as highly forest dependent, as well as 22% of our species with 
a medium degree of forest dependency (n=16) (Appendix E). 
 
Strengths and applicability of modeling approach 
We were not able to get estimates for 139 of our detected species for which we 
had <30 observations across 5 sampling years.  The proportions of the unmodeled 
species in each forest dependency category are similar to the proportions of the species 
we were able to analyze.  For the 139 unmodeled species, 28% were in the high forest 
dependency category (n=39), 50% in the medium (n=69), and 24% in the low category 
(n=34), as compared to 17% (n=13), 53% (n=39), and 29% (n=21), respectively.  
Therefore, we suspect that our characterization based on this subsample of the 
occupancy dynamics of the avian community in this region is potentially 
representative of the community as a whole, although we believe that overall estimates 
for the unmodeled species are likely to be much lower.  A large proportion of the 73 
species we were able to make inferences on using our community level approach 
would otherwise have not been possible under more widely-used species-specific 
approaches (Zipkin et al., In review). 
 
Conclusions 
Regardless of species habitat type associations, we found a higher than 
expected level of continued occupancy and opportunistic use of forest across species 
in this community of tropical birds.  Adequate protection of both extensive and 
remnant forest habitats will be crucial for the long-term persistence of the avifauna in 
this region, including those species that are not currently considered to be negatively 
influenced by land-use changes.  All of the species in our community had less than 
perfect detection probabilities, and our comparison of occupancy dynamics between 
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forest and non-forest would have been greatly biased had we not corrected for 
detection.  We also consider that species’ ecological classification of forest 
dependency was a poor indicator of overall occupancy dynamics for both habitats 
across species in the community.  Consistent with CE and BIDE approaches, the 
species with high estimates of forest occupancy, and low estimates of non-forest 
occupancy and colonization, are likely to be the most vulnerable to the effects of 
habitat loss and fragmentation for this region.  For our subset of the community, we 
found that 53% of the species in our analysis (n=39) fall under this category, 
compared to 31% (n= 23) if we were only to focus on species classified as highly 
forest dependent.  We believe that our approach using a hierarchical model to estimate 
community and species-specific occupancy dynamics of focal and inter-patch matrix 
habitats is a powerful method to identify which species in a community, specific to a 
region of interest, are likely to be most vulnerable to the effects of habitat loss and 
fragmentation, at an appropriate scale of inference.
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CHAPTER 5 
 
SHORTER AND COMPACT CANOPY LAYERS IN FOREST FRAGMENTS: 
FRAGMENTATION EFFECTS ON TROPICAL TREE SPECIES’ COMPOSITION 
AND STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY  
 
Abstract 
 The detrimental effects associated with habitat loss and fragmentation pose the 
need to signal what measurable habitat variables are good indicators of reduced habitat 
quality of remnant habitats.  Habitat quality can only be considered in relation to 
variables previously shown to significantly influence communities and populations of 
a group of interest.  We focused on estimating changes in habitat quality of remnant 
forest fragments for a community of tropical birds in southwestern Costa Rica.  We 
found a significant effect of reduced area on tree species composition and abundance 
of forest interior relative to pioneer species (p < 0.0001 for each).  Therefore, forest 
fragmentation probably reduces habitat quality for this bird community through a 
reduction and change of tree-mediated food sources.  We also found a significant 
effect on height in forest fragments relative to control sites (t=5.88, p = 0.0001), and 
there was strong support for this effect to vary dependent on the canopy strata of the 
tree (t= 5.20, p < 0.0001).  We applied this model to generate predicted values of 
height for each strata type for forest fragments and control sites.  Our results show that 
forest fragmentation has additional significant impacts on the structural complexity of 
remnant fragments through reductions in height of canopy strata.  These effects were 
not significantly affected by distance from the edge.  The increased degree of overlap 
between canopy strata is likely to reduce or eliminate microhabitats associated with 
these strata, and reduce resources linked to foraging and breeding sites.  Therefore, 
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fragmentation of tropical forests could potentially reduce the quality of the habitat for 
tropical bird communities through changes in food resources and availability of 
microhabitats, as observed by changes in the structure and composition of the tree 
community.  The ecological integrity of these fragments is likely to continue to 
deteriorate, and their long-term potential to serve as habitat for birds and other 
organisms is likely to decrease unless action is taken to mitigate these effects. 
 
Introduction 
There is little debate with regards to the detrimental effects of habitat loss and 
fragmentation on animal populations, although which specific habitat-related factors 
can be directly linked to population declines and extinctions remain largely unknown 
(Debinski and Holt, 2000; Ewers and Didham, 2006; Laurance et al., 2002).  Research 
on fragmentation effects has mainly generated a set of habitat and landscape-level 
metrics that are linked with measures of habitat quality, like fragment shape and total 
amount of forest cover (Andren, 1994).  Factors like patch size and isolation have 
been shown to be strong predictors of changes in composition and structural 
complexity of remnant vegetation community, and are extensively reviewed elsewhere 
(Fischer et al., 2007; Laurance et al., 2002; Prugh et al., 2008).  How changes in 
habitat variables of the remnant vegetation predicted by these metrics translate into 
reductions in habitat “quality” has received much less attention, leaving ecologists to 
often make assumptions with regards to which variables are stronger determinants of 
observed changes in populations or communities (Feeley and Terborgh, 2006; 
Franklin et al., 2002). 
The relationship between area and species richness and composition is one of 
the most widely tested factors in fragmentation research, and signaled as the strongest 
predictor of richness and abundance of trees in both temperate and tropical regions 
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(Arroyo-Rodriguez and Mandujano, 2006b; Hill and Curran, 2003; Laurance et al., 
2000b).  But this effect of area is still open to debate, especially for tropical systems, 
given the complexity and diversity of the landscapes in which forest remnants are 
typically embedded (Cayuela et al., 2006).  Tropical regions are diverse and highly 
dynamic, and fragmentation effects on the “quality” of tropical forests might be best 
predicted by different patch and landscape-level metrics than those for more widely 
studied temperate forests.  For example, fragmentation effects related to remnant 
forest edges (edge effects) in temperate regions are harder to detect in more 
heterogeneous landscapes, and they are proposed not to be as ecologically important 
(Harper et al., 2005; Laurance, 2000; Laurance et al., 2007).  The relationship between 
patch isolation and tree communities has also proven difficult to determine in tropical 
forests, given the short time frame of most research, especially relative to time since 
disturbance (Hill and Curran, 2003).  One of the few long-term and experimental 
fragmentation projects in the tropics found that effects of area and isolation varied 
strongly dependent on the composition of the surrounding matrix habitats (Laurance et 
al., 2006; Nascimento et al., 2006). 
Changes in tree species richness and composition are only one aspect of 
fragmentation effects on forest quality.  Fragmentation effects on the structural 
complexity of forests are commonly used as indicators of reduced habitat quality in 
temperate forests.  Tropical forests, on the other hand, show greater variability in 
responses of fragmentation effects on structural complexity.  For example, trees have 
been shown to increase in diameter at breast height (DBH) with increasing distance 
from the edge in forest fragments (Laurance et al., 1998), although sometimes only 
bigger, thicker trees (DBH > 60 cm) show an increase in abundance with area 
(Arroyo-Rodriguez and Mandujano, 2006a).  Basal area has been shown to increase 
with canopy cover (Pearman, 2002), is overall greater in larger forests 
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(Muthuramkumar et al., 2006), but sometimes differences are only detected in larger 
trees (DBH > 60 cm) (Arroyo-Rodriguez and Mandujano, 2006a).  Tree density also 
increases in larger tropical forests remnants (Muthuramkumar et al., 2006), as well as 
canopy height (Matlock and Edwards, 2006).  This high degree of variability in 
responses to fragmentation effects on structural complexity is widely attributed to the 
fact that tropical forests are chronically disturbed, and changes related to disturbance 
might be more difficult to detect (Laurance, 2008). 
Fragmentation effects on tree species composition and structural complexity of 
tropical forests will only be indicative of reductions in “quality” when carried out in 
the context of changes in habitat variables shown to directly influence composition 
and abundance of a population or community of interest (Arroyo-Rodriguez et al., 
2008).  At a species-level, reductions in habitat quality have been accurately derived 
by estimating fragmentation effects on the abundance and distribution of flora known 
to be key resources for a specific animal population (Arroyo-Rodriguez and 
Mandujano, 2006a; Zanette, 2001).  At a community level, habitat-related measures 
known to influence the abundance or distribution of a given group or taxa of concern 
can be applied.  For tropical avian communities, structural complexity of forests (i.e. 
basal area, canopy height, tree species density) have been widely linked to species 
diversity (Bibby, 1992; Hughes et al., 2002; Matlock and Edwards, 2006).  By and 
large, previous work has pointed to canopy height as the best overall predictor of bird 
species richness, with canopy cover and basal area having a more variable effect 
(Bibby, 1992; Matlock and Edwards, 2006). 
To further our understanding of habitat fragmentation effects on tropical forest 
and their animal communities, we focused on estimating changes in habitat quality for 
tropical birds in southwestern Costa Rica.  The avian community in this region has 
been widely studied, and fragmentation effects have been shown on both community 
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composition and population dynamics of a wide range of bird species (Borgella and 
Gavin, 2005; Hughes et al., 2002; Matlock and Edwards, 2006).  The floristic 
composition of this region is also well known, although fragmentation effects on 
forest composition and structure have yet to be estimated.  We estimated differences in 
tree species composition, abundance, and structural complexity between forest 
fragments and continuous tracts of a mid-elevational tropical forest.  We tested for an 
effect of area on total number of tree species, and relative abundance of species 
classified as forest interior or pioneer.  We also tested for differences in heights among 
canopy strata to estimate fragmentation effects on structural complexity.  The 
relationship between increasing canopy height and bird abundance and composition 
has been shown consistently across tropical regions, but the actual effects on height in 
relation to canopy structure (i.e. strata) are not as well defined (Matlock and Edwards, 
2006; Meynard and Quinn, 2008).  The stratification of canopy trees in tropical forests 
is one of the main drivers of structural complexity, but fragmentation effects on 
relative heights of strata remain largely unknown.  We also modeled height of strata 
relative to distance from the edge of the forest fragments.  A reduction in tree species 
richness and abundance, coupled with changes in species composition, will be 
indicative of a lowered habitat quality through a reduction in food sources and habitat 
heterogeneity.  Most importantly, fragmentation has significant impacts on the 
structural complexity of remnant fragments through reductions in height of canopy 
strata.  The increased degree of overlap between canopy strata is likely to reduce or 
eliminate microhabitats associated with these, and reduce resources linked to foraging 
and breeding sites.  Both of these effects are highly likely to affect tropical bird 
populations in this region. 
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Materials and Methods 
Study Site 
The Coto Brus Valley is located in the southwest of Costa Rica, on a 
depression between the Cordillera Talamanca and Fila Costera.  Further southwest, the 
Valley meets a large limestone formation which is part of the Fila Costera and which 
descends abruptly and almost vertically from 1500 to 0 masl towards the coastal 
lowlands of Golfito and the Osa Peninsula.  There is a well defined wet or rainy 
season (April to December) as well as a dry season (January to March), with at least 3-
4 dry months every year.  Mean annual rainfall is 3804 mm, although it can range 
from 2860-5617 mm per year.  Mean temperature varies slightly and ranges from 20 to 
22˚C. 
The forests in this system are classified as premontane and transitional 
premontane wet forest based on Holdridge’s Life Zone System (1947).  The region 
was largely deforested for agriculture in the 1950’s, leaving behind a heterogeneous 
agricultural landscape dominated by coffee plantations, banana plantations, 
ornamental garden plots, pine tree (Pinus caribaea) and terminalia (Terminalia 
amazonia) plantations, cattle pastures, abandoned pastures, and small forest fragments.  
We sampled six remnant forest fragments in this region: Brasilia (11 ha; 980 masl), 
Cedeño (12,5 ha; 1095 masl), Sabalito (18 ha; 910 masl), Fragment 9 (20 ha; 1190 
masl), Fragment 5 (25 ha; 1490 masl), and Loma Linda (27 ha; 1085 masl).  The 
selected control sites were the Las Cruces Biological Station Forest Reserve (262 ha; 
1222 masl), La Amistad National Park- Altamira Station (400 000 ha; 1567 masl), and 
the Guaymi Indigenous Reserve (4, 200 ha; 1393 masl) (Figure 8; Table 7). 
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Figure 8.  Map of the study region, with circles representing sites where sampling 
plots were set up.  Green represents forest cover and white represents non-forest.  Map 
courtesy of the Las Cruces Biological Station (Victor Milla).  
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Table 7.  List of forest fragments and larger continuous forests used in this study by 
type of site, forest or control site (F or C), area, name of site, and altitude. 
Type Area (ha) Site Altitude (masl) 
F 11 Brasilia 980 
F 15 Cedeno 1095 
F 20 Sabalito 910 
F 20 Fragment 9 1190 
F 25 Fragment 5 1490 
F 35 Loma Linda 1085 
C 262 Las Cruces Forest Reserve 1222 
C 5600 Guaymi Indigenous Reserve 1393 
C 400,000 La Amistad National Park 1567 
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Sampling design and data collection 
The size of the forest fragments was estimated using digitized aerial photographs in 
program Manifold 7x (Manifold.net).  In each fragment, three evenly-distanced 
sampling rings were digitally created with the same software from the forest edge to 
the interior, and classified in a distance class.  The first ring (Class 1= edge ring) was 
located 20 meters from the forest edge, the second ring (Class 2 = interior ring) 70 
meters from the edge, and the third ring (Class 3 = core ring) 120 meters from the 
edge.  Within each sampling ring, three different size plots were established: 100m2, 
400m2, and 900m2.  Sampling area varied according to fragment size but ranged from 
3-4% of the total fragment area. The distance between plots is variable; it varies with 
the topographic conditions but was never less than 50 meters.  In the field, the plots 
were located with a Garmin 60Csx GPS Unit, with a positional error of 4-11 meters.  
Within the plots, we recorded for every tree greater than DBH ≥10 cm the following: 
species, DBH, height (estimated), and position in the vertical strata.  We classified 
strata as: (1) suppressed, (2) intermediate, (3) dominant, and (4) emergent (Dawkins 
1958).  Height was measured using a clinometer, with the measurement taken at least 
30 m from the base of the tree. 
In the control sites it is logistically inefficient to implement this sampling 
methodology, mainly due to limited access given the topology of the control sites.  
Therefore, control sites were sampled in systematically designed transects, distanced 
no less than 100 meters from each other.  Within each transect, three different size 
plots were established: 100m2, 400m2, and 900m2. It is assumed then that control 
sites are not affected by edge effects, and all plots were situated well beyond the 300m 
where edge effects have been shown in tropical forests (Laurance et al., 2002). 
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Species richness and fragment area 
We used a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to test for species-
area relationships.  We estimated patterns of species composition across control sites 
and forest fragments using a non-metric multidimensional scaling (NDMS).  Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient (r) was used to investigate the relationship between species’ 
relative abundances and NMDS axes.  The effect of fragment area was fit into the 
ordination by means of generalized additive models. 
 
Structural complexity 
An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to assess the effect of 
forest fragmentation on the dependent variable of canopy height.  We used the 
independent variables of canopy strata class and the distance from edge class as an 
interaction term, to test if mean height for each canopy strata class was dependent on 
the distance from the edge of the forest fragment.  We also included the terms of 
elevation and DBH to control for effects of tree thickness on height.  Tree height and 
DBH were not highly correlated.  Elevation is also successfully used as a covariate for 
habitat variables that vary by altitude in highly topographic systems.  The independent 
variables for all of the data were canopy strata class, elevation and DBH log, to 
estimate mean height for each canopy strata class.  These values were used to test for 
differences in means of canopy strata height between forest and control sites.  
Normality and homoscedasticity were checked and resulted to be substantially 
improved by the log transformations for both forest fragments and control site 
analysis.  All statistical tests were carried out using Program R (Team, 2005).  The 
best formula-based model was selected for each ANCOVA using Akaike’s 
Information Criterion in a stepwise algorithm using the “step” function available in the 
Stats package in program R. 
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Results 
A total of 2,532 trees with DBH > 10cm were measured and indentified to 
species (81%), genus (10%), family (6%), or unidentified (3%).  A summary of the 
most common species and their ecological attributes are presented in Appendix E. 
 
Species richness 
The total number of species significantly increased with fragment area (p < 
0.0001 for each) (Figure 9).  There were 24 species that showed a significant negative 
correlation with decreasing fragment area (NMDS axis 1), with 70% of these species 
previously classified as forest interior species (Figure 10).  The rest of the species that 
showed positive correlations with decreasing fragment area are typically classified as 
pioneer species, more related to disturbed and regenerating forests (Vilchez-Alvarado, 
pers. comm). 
 
Effects on height of canopy strata by distance from edge 
Individual trees with at least one missing observation were eliminated for all 
subsequent analyses.  Here, we present results from 2,291 sampled trees, out of which 
820 were in control sites, and 1,471 were in forest fragments.  The ANCOVA test for 
differences in height among strata relative to the distance from the forest fragments 
showed strong support for our model (R squared = 0.67, p < 0.0001).  As expected, 
there were significant positive effects of canopy strata (t=14.19, p < 0.0001) and DBH 
(t=21.76, p < 0.0001) on height.  There was a significant negative effect on height and 
elevation (t=8.299, p < 0.0001).  There was a positive effect on height with increasing 
distance from the edge (t=3.38, p = 0.0001), but there was no support for this effect to 
depend on the canopy strata type (t=1.66, p = 0.1).  We applied this model to generate 
predicted values and 95% confidence intervals for height for each stratum, for each 
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Figure 9.  Total number of species as a function of area of forest fragment, based on 
six forest fragments and three larger control sites. 
 102 
 
 
 
Figure 10.  The effect of area of forest (NMDS Axis 1) on species abundance (NMDS 
Axis 2) in relation to species composition of forest interior and pioneer species.
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Table 8.  Predicted values for height for each strata, at average DBH and altitude, and 
95% upper and lower confidence intervals, for each distance class from the edge of the 
forest fragments: Class 1:20 m , Class 2: 70 m, Class3: 120 m. 
      95% CI      
Dist. 
Class Strata Height Lower Upper 
Mean 
Altitude 
Mean 
DBH 
1 1 8.56 8.19 8.95 1182.58 21.93 
1 2 11.36 11.09 11.62 1182.58 21.93 
1 3 15.07 14.73 15.41 1182.58 21.93 
1 4 19.99 19.15 20.88 1182.58 21.93 
2 1 9.17 8.84 9.51 1182.58 21.93 
2 2 11.96 11.75 12.18 1182.58 21.93 
2 3 15.61 15.36 15.87 1182.58 21.93 
2 4 20.37 19.70 21.07 1182.58 21.93 
3 1 9.82 9.33 10.34 1182.58 21.93 
3 2 12.60 12.28 12.94 1182.58 21.93 
3 3 16.18 15.74 16.63 1182.58 21.93 
3 4 20.76 19.69 21.90 1182.58 21.93 
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class of distance from edge, under mean DBH and elevation (Table 8).  Although our 
model showed a significant effect of distance on height, we consider that this 
difference might not be biologically meaningful (Figure 11).  For example, predicted 
heights for the lower strata closest to the edge (height = 8.55 (8.18 – 8.95)) differed by 
less than a meter, or less than 10% of total height, from the predicted heights of the 
same strata in the forest interior (height = 9.8 (9.31 – 10.33)).  Therefore, we 
combined all species sampled in both fragments and continuous forest control sites for 
subsequent analysis. 
 
Effects on height of canopy between fragment and control sites 
The ANCOVA test used to determine if height among strata varied between 
forest fragments and control sites showed strong support for our model (R squared = 
0.67, p < 0.0001).  Again, we had the expected significant positive effects of canopy 
strata (t=26.96, p < 0.0001) and DBH (t=22.30, p < 0.0001) on height.  There was still 
a significant negative effect on height and elevation (t=3.819, p = 0.0001).  We found 
a significant effect on height dependent on the type of site where the tree was sampled: 
forest fragment or control site (t=5.88, p = 0.0001), as well as strong support for this 
effect to depend on the canopy strata type (t= 5.20, p < 0.0001). 
We applied this model to generate predicted values of height, with 95% 
confidence intervals, for each strata and each type of study site, forest fragment or 
control, under mean DBH and elevation (Table 9).  We found that the observed 
differences in heights among strata were biologically relevant.  Control sites depict a 
profile typically associated with tropical forests: clearly defined canopy layers, or 
strata, with tall emergent trees, and sub-canopy and understory (Figure 12a).  In 
contrast, we found that forest fragments have less well defined canopy layers, with 
taller trees in the lower sub-canopy layers, the upper canopy showing similar height to 
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Figure 11.  Predicted heights in meters of each canopy strata under the ANCOVA 
model for forest fragments, under mean altitude and DBH.
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Table 9.  Predicted values for height by strata, and 95% upper and lower confidence 
intervals, for both forest fragments and control sites. 
      95% CI      
Site type Strata Height Lower Upper 
Mean 
Altitude 
Mean 
DBH 
F 1 8.72 8.41 9.04 1265.38 22.57 
F 2 11.64 11.42 11.87 1265.38 22.57 
F 3 15.54 15.27 15.81 1265.38 22.57 
F 4 20.74 20.08 21.42 1265.38 22.57 
C 1 7.60 7.31 7.90 1265.38 22.57 
C 2 10.95 10.71 11.19 1265.38 22.57 
C 3 15.78 15.32 16.25 1265.38 22.57 
C 4 22.74 21.60 23.94 1265.38 22.57 
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Figure 12.  Predicted values for height for each strata, for forest fragments (A) and 
control sites (B), under mean DBH and altitude, showing 95% CI. 
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 control sites, but with significantly shorter emergent trees (Figure 12b). 
 
Discussion 
The detrimental effects associated with habitat loss and fragmentation pose the 
need to signal what measurable habitat variables are good indicators of reduced habitat 
quality of remnant habitats.  Fragmentation effects on species composition and 
structural complexity of the flora community in remnant fragments can only be 
indicative of a reduction in “habitat quality” when considered in relation to a specific 
taxonomic group known to be significantly affected by the observed changes.  We 
found that species composition and abundance was significantly affected by forest 
fragmentation.  This reduction and change in composition of food sources related to 
tree species is likely altering habitat quality for the associated forest bird community 
in the region.  Most importantly, forest fragmentation is significantly altering the 
structural complexity of remnant forest fragments through reduced stratification of the 
canopy.  This increased in the degree of overlap between canopy strata is likely to 
alter or eliminate associated microhabitats, and reduce resources linked to foraging 
and breeding sites for forest birds. 
 
Fewer and different food sources 
The reduction in species richness in forest fragments is expected, since tropical 
tree species have shown a tendency to be aggregated, and thus smaller areas will by 
default present lower species richness (Condit et al., 2000).  The phenology of most 
tropical tree species is largely unknown, but evidence suggests a high degree of 
temporal and seasonal variability in fruit production, with most production occurring 
in bursts of activity (Vanschaik et al., 1993).  Approximately 70-94% of fruit biomass 
is produced by woody plant species in tropical forests (Jordan, 1992), and changes in 
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the frequency and timing of fruit production in tree species by environmental factors 
has been shown to cause famine events in vertebrate tropical species (Wright et al, 
1999).  We found that forest fragments have fewer tree species that vary highly in the 
timing of food production.  Fragmentation is likely lowering habitat quality through a 
reduction in supply of fruit, and related arthropod communities, resulting in changes in 
the amount and sources of food for the bird community. 
 
Shorter trees and overlapping canopy strata 
The reduction in overall canopy height and stratification is likely having 
profound effects on the bird community through a reduction in key microhabitats 
associated with the different levels of the canopy, likely used for nesting and foraging 
by the bird community.  The repercussions of reduced stratification in canopy 
structure are likely impacting other groups of organisms in the forest. Structural 
complexity in forest habitats is one of the main determinants of species diversity.  For 
example, tropical insect and mammal communities have stratified patterns of 
distribution concordant with canopy strata (Cunha and Vieira, 2002; Leite et al., 
1996). 
There are several potential drivers for the observed effects on height and 
related impacts on canopy structure.  Increased mortality of emergent trees in forest 
fragments has been found in lowland Amazonian forests (Laurance et al., 2000a).  
This increase in mortality is likely changing the dynamics of light gap dynamics, 
allowing for fast growing, pioneer species to become established.  Canopy height 
changes in mature tropical forests were recently shown to be at a steady-state 
equilibrium (Kellner et al., 2009), and an increase in disturbance and tree mortality is 
likely to generate a left-skewed distribution of canopy height change, resulting in the 
observed overall reduction in canopy height.  Given tree mortality is likely to be 
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influenced by changes in nearby canopy structure (Batista and Maguire, 1998), the 
changes are likely to remain altering tree species composition and structure in the 
future. 
 
Conclusions 
Our results suggest that fragmentation of tropical forests strongly impacts 
habitat quality of remnant forest fragments for associated bird communities, through a 
reduction in food resources and availability of microhabitats driven by changes in the 
structure and composition of the tree community.  The ecological integrity of these 
fragments is likely to continue to deteriorate, and their long-term potential to serve as 
habitat for birds and other organisms is likely to decrease, unless action is taken to 
mitigate these effects.  For example, increasing the degree of connectivity between 
fragments and larger tracts of forest might facilitate seed dispersal, and enhance the re-
generation of forest interior species.  Future work should address the mechanisms 
driving structural changes and test for sources of emergent tree mortality
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APPENDIX A 
 
Appendix A.  Multi-species hierarchical community model based on survey-specific 
detection/non-detection records. We implemented the model using a Bayesian 
approach with non-informative priors using program WinBUGS.  We ran three chains 
of the model for 10,000 iterations each after a burn-in of length 10,000 and thinned the 
model by 10. We assessed convergence of the model using r-hat, which compares the 
variations within chains to the variation among the chains. 
 
model { 
 
      omega ~ dunif(0,1) 
 
      alpha.mean1 ~ dunif(0,1) 
      mualpha1 <- log(alpha.mean1) - log(1-alpha.mean1) 
      alpha.mean2 ~ dunif(0,1) 
      mualpha2 <- log(alpha.mean2) - log(1-alpha.mean2) 
 
      tau.u ~ dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
      tau.v ~ dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
      tau.alpha1 ~ dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
      tau.alpha2 ~ dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
 
      theta0~dunif(-5,5) 
 
  for(f in 1:3){ 
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    w.mean1[f] ~ dunif(0,1) 
    muw1[f] <- log(w.mean1[f]) - log(1-w.mean1[f]) 
    w.mean2[f] ~ dunif(0,1) 
    muw2[f] <- log(th.mean2[f]) - log(1-th.mean2[f]) 
    } 
 
  for(g in 1:3){ 
    tau.w1[g]~dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
    tau.w2[g]~dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
    } 
 
  for(f in 1:3){ 
    u.mean1[f] ~ dunif(0,1) 
    muu1[f] <- log(u.mean1[f]) - log(1-u.mean1[f]) 
    u.mean2[f] ~ dunif(0,1) 
    muu2[f] <- log(u.mean2[f]) - log(1-u.mean2[f]) 
    } 
 
  for(g in 1:3){ 
    tau.u1[g]~dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
    tau.u2[g]~dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
    } 
 
  for(f in 1:3){ 
    v.mean1[f] ~ dunif(0,1) 
    muv1[f] <- log(v.mean1[f]) - log(1-v.mean1[f]) 
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    v.mean2[f] ~ dunif(0,1) 
    muv2[f] <- log(v.mean2[f]) - log(1-v.mean2[f]) 
    } 
 
  for(g in 1:3){ 
    tau.v1[g]~dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
    tau.v2[g]~dgamma(0.1,0.1) 
    } 
 
  for (i in 1:(n+nzeroes)) { 
    w[i] ~ dbin(omega, 1) 
 
    u1[i]~dnorm(muu1[FD[i]],tau.u1[FD[i]]) 
    u2[i]~dnorm(muu2[FD[i]],tau.u2[FD[i]]) 
 
    w1[i]~dnorm(muw1[FD[i]],tau.w1[FD[i]]) 
    w2[i] ~ dnorm(muw2[FD[i]],tau.w2[FD[i]]) 
 
    v1[i]~dnorm(muv1[FD[i]],tau.v1[FD[i]]) 
    v2[i]~dnorm(muv2[FD[i]],tau.v2[FD[i]]) 
    alpha1[i] ~ dnorm(mualpha1, tau.alpha1) 
    alpha2[i] ~ dnorm(mualpha2, tau.alpha2) 
 
    for (j in 1:J) { 
      logitpsi[j,i]<-   u1[i]*hab[j]   +   u2[i]*(1-hab[j])   +  alpha1[i]*elev[j] + 
alpha2[i]*elev2[j] 
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          logit(psi[j,i])  <-logitpsi[j,i] 
        mu.psi[j,i,1] <- psi[j,i] * w[i] 
        Z[j,i,1] ~ dbin(mu.psi[j,i,1], 1) 
 
    for (k in 1:K[j]){ 
          logit(theta[j,k,i,1]) <- v1[i]*hab[j]   +   v2[i]*(1-hab[j]) 
      mu.theta[j,k,i,1] <- theta[j,k,i,1]*Z[j,i,1] 
      X[j,k,i,1] ~ dbin(mu.theta[j,k,i,1], 1) 
           } 
      for(t in 2:5){ 
         logit(muz[j,i,t])<-  u1[i]*hab[j]*(Z[j,i,t-1])  +  u2[i]*(1-hab[j])*Z[j,i,t-1]  + 
alpha1[i]*elev[j] + alpha2[i]*elev2[j] +  w1[i]*(1-Z[j,i,t-1])*hab[j] + w2[i]*(1-
hab[j])*(1-Z[j,i,t-1]) 
        mu.psi[j,i,t]<-muz[j,i,t]*w[i] 
        Z[j,i,t] ~ dbin(muz[j,i,t],1) 
 
      for (k in 1:K[j]){ 
        logit(theta[j,k,i,t]) <- v1[i]*hab[j]   +   v2[i]*(1-hab[j]) 
        mu.theta[j,k,i,t] <- theta[j,k,i,t]*Z[j,i,t] 
        X[j,k,i,t] ~ dbin(mu.theta[j,k,i,t], 1) 
            } 
           } 
      } 
  } 
} 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Appendix B.  Forest dependency (FD) category (see Methods: Classification of forest 
dependency), number of observations (Count) for each species, as well as the mean, 
standard deviation (SD), and 95% posterior intervals for species-specific probabilities 
of occupancy of forest and non-forest, as estimated using the hierarchical community 
model. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
Appendix C.  Mean, standard deviation (SD), and 95% posterior intervals for species-
specific probabilities of colonization of forest and non-forest, as estimated using the 
hierarchical community model.
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APPENDIX D 
 
Appendix D.  Mean, standard deviation (SD), and 95% posterior intervals for species-
specific probabilities of detection of forest and non-forest, as estimated using the 
hierarchical community model. 
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APPENDIX E 
 
APPENDIX E.  List of species of conservation concern, their forest dependency (FD) 
category the mean and 95% posterior interval for species-specific probabilities of 
occupancy of forest and non-forest, and colonization of non-forest, as estimated using 
the hierarchical community model.  Species were defined by having mean forest 
occupancy estimates greater than 0.6, occupancy in non-forest less or equal to 0.6, and 
colonization of non-forest less than 0.2. 
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